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Washington, D. C, May 14. Senate
Republicans were again ready today
to prolong consideration o the public hearings issue they have raised as
the opening wedge in their fight on
the Underwood bill. Senator Penrose's
amendment to Senator Simmons' reference motion has now become the
e
amendment, the
Fennsylvanlan having accepted
that manufacturers be required
to answer sixteen questions relating
to production and transportation costs
here and abroad and the percentage
of duty that represent cost differences
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Washington, D. C, May 11. Detectives investigating" the theft of plans
t
for the electrical wiring of the
Pennsylvania, declared today
that publication of the "leak" probably
would hamper their work and might
pi event solution of the problem.
The department of justice has sov-eilikely clues which may lead to
arrests. Nothing bo far has developed
it is said, to directly connect any
foreign nation with the suspects.
and
The fact that the ordinance,
steam engineering bureaus of the navy
department for many months have
been missing plans and documents relating to American vessels and their
aunament, has created alarm among
cause
officials and will undoubtedly
the military authorities to surround
the war secrets of the United States
with greater safeguards.
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SUFFRAGETTES ARE GREED AND CRUELTY
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WASHINGTON
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THE TERRIBLE TROUBLES OF A WELL KNOWN PERSONAGE.

TARIFF AND MONEY! WAR SECRETS WILL

V

A

PRO-

TWO BOYS SHOOT DOWN

London, May 14. Striking evidence
THEIR FATHER.
of the extensive operations of the
t
suffragettes and the bad effect on
the women's cause of the outrages
committed by tliein was given today ARIZONA AND WISCONSIN
ou the resumption of tho hearing at
the How street police court of the
SCENES OF THE MURDERS

i

mill-tau-

charges against the suffragette lead- cis. They are charged with infringement of the malicious damage to

Sparta, Wis., May 14. Because of
family trouble which grew out of disThose who occupied the prisoners' putes over property, Wm. Hogue,
enclosure were Miss Harriett Rebecca aged 70, a retired farmer, today killKerr, Miss Agnes Lake, Miss Rachael ed his wife with a stove poker, three
rarrett. Miss Beatrice Saunders, Miss times shot his daughter, Mrs. Guy
Annie Kenney, .Miss Laura Lennox Wilson, with a revolver,
seriously
with two
and the chemist, Clayton. Tho case wounded his
against "General" Mrs. Flora Drum-- , shots from the same weapon and then
iiiond was postponed until July owing committed suicide
by cutting his
throat with a razor. Mrs. Wilson is
lo her illness.
Letter carriers and postofflce of dying. Her husband may recover.
Confess Their Guilt.
ficials testified us to the great damDouglas, Ariz., May 14. Otto and
age clone the mails by chemicals and
Fred Watson, aged 1!) and 21 years
r
other fluids poured Into tlio public
and profits.
arrested several
old, respectively,
THE DAY IN
boxes.
Currency Question.
The former business manager of tho days ago charged with the murder of
William Watson, a ranchtheir
Conferences between President Wll-- ;
Senate.
s'iffragette testified regarding the re man, father,
confessed to the district attor
son, leaders of the house and senate ' Resumed debate on Penrose-Lsponsibility of the various prisoners
had committed
and other advisers on currency legisfor the different departments of that ney today that they
amendment for public hearings
the deed.
lation, will be held at the White House on tariff bill.
newspaper. He said his services were
They told a story of excessively
probably next week, after Majority
Woman BUffraget committee favor
dispensed with by the militant society cruel treatment at the hands of their
Leader Underwood has decided upon
because Mrs. Kmmeline
Pankhurst father, in which their mother was alreport on Chamberlain resolution
the personnel of the house banking ably
for constitutional amendment to give
thought it better women should con- so a victim. On the day ot the killund currency committee.
It is under- women
duct tile puper. As to the loss of cirright to vote.
ing, they said, he had taken a revolstood the draft of the bill does not
culation by the suffragette after mil- ver to
Works bill to direct geological
Douglas and threatened to kill
deprovide for a guarantee of bank
itant acts had been committed, tho wit the
to locate water supplies in deserts
upon his return. The boys
family
posits which William J. Bryan has and arid lands reported by public
ness said that at first 30,000 copies ay m wajt an(j gjjot him
just as he
favored, and may contain some other lands committee.
were printed, but the sales were only was ahout to snoot tnem,
according
Mr.
in
with
not
accord
provisions
17,000. The circulation then dropped to their story.
Nomination of Ceorge W. Guthrie,
Bryan's views as expressed in some as ambassador to Japan, reported favto
3000
were
circulat7500, but
copies
Watson was nearly decapitated by
oHNTI-JA- P
ot his public speeches.
House leaded in other ways.
committee.
a charge of buckshot.
ers are awaiting with a great deal of orably by
More Bombs.
Marshall
read a
interest his attitude. An asset curfrom Shan Si provincial asSuffragette bombs were found today
14.
After
rency to be issued through the banks cablegram
The
Sacramento, Calif., May
governor paused long enough hours before I sign Hi" he said.
in one of the passenger cars of a local SENATOR CATRON
sembly thanking the United States for
is one of the provisions contemplated.
The telegram to Secretary Bryan train running between Kingstion-on-Thameworking all morning on his reply to in writing his message lo Washingtoa
Chinese republic.
the
UOTES AGAINST
recognizing
to Indicate what it would be.
Representative Carter Glass,
was sent at :U( o'clock. It sketches
and London on the Southwestman Owen of the senate banking andj The O'Gorman bill, providing reira- Secretary Bryan regarding the alien
am
Cali"I
a
BALLOTS FOR WOMEN
statement
of
the
of
the
sending
history
agitation against ern railway, making the' third
to ransom
of
act. Governor Hiram Johnson an- fornia's position,"
currency committee, and Secretary tursementM. contributors
he said, "and it is ineligible aliens in this state, discus- of this kind on tho same line outrage
within
of
Ellen
Stone, favorably reported. nounced shortly after noon today that
McAdoo, are expected to join in the
to sign the bill.''
ses the laws of other states that are two months.
Bill appropriating for expenses o! ho would sign the bill which was sent my expectation
Washington, D. C, May 14. Senator
White House conference,
When asked if he would sign the similar in purport to the Webb bill
When
the
of
the
Chamberlain's
resolution proposing an
arrival
Waterloo
at
When the tariff fight was renewed delegates to International Congress
twelve dayg ftg0 wJth U)e alniog( bill today the governor replied that he and ends a; the statement that the
Kingston train, crowded with passeng- amendment to the constitution to give
in the senate it began with a clash Alcoholism at Milan, favorably report unanimous approval of both houses of did not care to set a definite time.
governor considers it his duty lo sign ers, the conductor noticed in one of the ballot to women was ordered fav
between Senator Rausdell, wfco op- ed., i.
the legislature.
"it may be 24, possibly 48 or 72 the act.
the compartments three parcels which orably reported today by the senate
Memorial read from Massachusetts
poses the sugar schedule, and Chairaroused suspicion.
On investigation, woman suffrage
committee. Chairman Simmons.
Senator Ransell ask- legislature urging that no tariff bill,
two of them were found to contain tin man Thomas and Senator Owen, Demed to have the clerk read a letter from unless based on protective tariff prinEUROPE
LANDS
FORCES canisters filled with combustibles and ocrats, and Senators .iones, Sutherland
Wilson C. Rowley, of Lansing, Mich., ciples, be passed.
X
STARTS FOR HIS DOOM. X
House.
wrapped in suffrage placards. No ex- and Ciapp, Republicans, voted for the
who described himself os "an original
''
N'emeeio Dvgi.5, sentenced V
X
x'" Y" Kot"' In session;
meets at noon
plosion occurred and the bombs were resolution,- whfle .Senator Catron, Rv- Wilson man."
' V In tin hnno-rFOR
SCUTARI
f
lhiinnAi.niin
banded over to the police.
A Warm Letter.
publican, voted against It.
Thursday.
X day, May
started for the Duke
Arson Squad Busy.
When the resolution Is reported by
Over spirited objection, the clerk
A militant suffragette "arson squad" Chairman Thomas within a few days,
City at 3:30 o'clock this after-- X
read the letter which described the 300 DELEGATES ATTEND
X
noon. Sheriff Jesus Romero, of
ALBANIANS
WELCOME
ENTHUSIAS- destroyed a large
untenanted resi an effort will be made to have it taken
CONFERENCE.
MOHAWK
leading Democratic exponents of free
X Bernalillo county, came here to X
dence on the "Highlands" at Sand up during the present session if the
sugar as "accursed, unpardonable,
TICALLY INTERNATIONAL
ARMY
take the condemned man with X
near Folkstone on the tariff legislation does not interfere.
Mohonk Lake, X. Y May 14. Three
apostates of Democratic faith, licking
X him and boarded the train at the l
channel
last night. Post cards
the footsteps of predatory rich, hell hundred delegates to the Nineteenth
Kuglish
WHICH IS TO OCCUPY
FORMER
X penitentiary.
addressed to the "Dishonorable Prime
bent on lowering the cost of living, Annual Lake Mohonk Conference on
Minister" and to the "Dishonorable RIBS REMOUED.
even If the American standard of liv- Arbitration, heard Dr. Lyman Abbott,
TURKISH STRONGHOLD.
Democratic
of
standard
and
the
AND
JAMES
HARRIS
CHARLES
Home Secretary,"
0.
Reginald
ing
of New York, presiding as chairman
ACTION
to
the
Deigadlllo was delivered
were left lying about on the premises.
principles are lowered with It."
of the opening session today assort
HELD
THE
UP
WHO
WAS
UISIBLE
14.
STAGE
two
and
consheriff
his
The
international
WHITE,
Vienna,
was
half
May
Before the reading
deputies shortly
There was also a post card bearing
that disarmament was as yet an Utopafter 3 p. m. and pending the arrival force which is to occupy the former the words:
eluded Senator Reed objected and ian dream, that the blow of the fist,
BETWEEN SILVER CITY AND
of the train, the prisoner sat in the
forced a vote which was lost, Repub- the gleam cf the sword, the bark of
St. John's, N. B., May 14. Joseph
"We hope this in a poor widow's
Turkish stronghold of Scutari until
hall of the penitentiary. Clad in a
licans voting with some Democrats the cannon will continue until some
house."
FOUND GUILTY IN THE
Carey, whose case was regarded as
the
next
Albanian
has
government
dark suit and a white negligee shirt,
to other power greater than that of armi nique by the medical profession, died
againBt it. The clerk continued
'Twas Business-Like- .
read the letter, predicting death for ed man, is found to protect innocence
FEDERAL
OF ROBBING red necktie and wearing dark shoes been established, was landed at the
COURT
A business-likto here yesterday. Carey underwent an
bomb
addressed
over which glistened a band of steel, port of San Giovanni di Medua this
the American sugar industry when from injustice.
Henry Curtis Bennett, the police mag- operation in Boston six years ago for
UNCLE SAM-R- USE
OF BOGUS Delgadillo bore up bravely.
the Underwood schedule becomes efDr. Abbott's address was interpretmorning. It was enthusiastically re istrate who is hearing the charges lung trouble, and part of the left lung
time
it
was evident to
At the same
, fective.
ed as a reply to the American Peace
ceived by the Albanians.
PACKAGES AND AID OF CARRIER
against the suffragette leaders was de v. as removed. In performing the opereveryone that the prisoner realized
Senator Ransdell denied that his Society, his followship in which was
livered by a letter carrier at Bow ation it was found necessary to rethat he will see but one more sun rise
people in Louisiana, clamoring to be recently severed.
LANDED THEM.
street police court today. The pack-- move several of the ribs, leaving tim
in
at
it
the
for
Sendawn
were
heavens,
Friday
treated
heard,
fairly.
being
BILL BRVAN NOW
age was marked "immediate," but heart partially exposed.
is thought he will pay the penalty of
ators James, Simmons, Myers and othThe beats of the heart could be seen
disliking tho look of it, the cautions
on
his
crime
the
A
LAUNCHES
NEW court
gallows.
ers referred to hearings by the ways X WOMAN GIVES MILLION
The capture, trial and conviction of
X
took
officer
plainly
it
outside
through the thin tissues which
and
piung-ea
Receives
Letter.
and means and Hardwick committees. X
TO AID THE SICK. X James D. Harris and Charles White,
covered it and many physicians tooM
it in a pail of water.
x for conspiring to rob and afterwards It was pathetic to see the prisoner
Admitting that Louisiana interests x
When the package was opened it advantage of the opportunity to Study
had had limited hearings, Senator X
glance at a letter which he had just
Berkeley, Cal., May 14'. In X
which
United
the
States
14. Sym was found to contain a tin tobacco box its action.
D.
some
from
mail,
friend
lobbiug
received,
Washington,
C,
May
possibly
Ransdell continued:
X memory of her husband who for X
Carey recovered his usual health fol"When a man is going to be put X years had suffered from an in- - X case was tried the past week in the who had promised to intercede with bolic of the hope for universal peace, bound with wire and filled with gunthe operation and had worked
and
lowing
a
shot
Attached
looked
the
The
powder,
cartrige.
governor.
allowed
the X curable malady that eluded medi- - X federal court and resulted yesterday
to death, he is usually
prisoner
ot the cartrige was a tally for the last four years.
at the address several times and then Secretary Bryan today launched the to the cap-enlast word. .We grant that to men X cal skill, Mrs. George William X ir their
conviction, furnishes a story placed the missive in the right pock- cruiser "Fellowship" as a sister to the rail, which, if it had been struck,
condemned to death on the gallows. X
Hooper, of San Francisco, has X that harks back to frontier days.
et of his coat.
battleship "Friendship" which lie would have fired the bomb and explodNow when the great party of which X transferred to the
of X
HOLDING
Conversed With Sheriff.
On the 19th of last November these
launched yesterday at the breakfast to ed its contents.
I am a member is about to put. to X California $1,000,000 University
for the es- - X
I ANNUAL CONUENTION
Refused to Pay Costs.
Turning to Sheriff Romero, who sat the Ghent peace delegates.
.death the greatest industry in my X tablishment of an institute of X two men, Harris and White, approachon a chair a few feet away, DelgaLondon, May 14. A receiving
Mr. Bryan was an early caller at
state, our people want to be heard X medical research.
X ed the mail carrier, Thomas Uurch,
dillo addressed a few words in Span- the White House and as he left the
was issued by the bankruptcy
again. We want the last word."
St. Louis, Mo., May 14. The annual
In announcing the gift today at X who drives the stage and carries the
X
ish.
The sheriff evidently did not executive offices, he told a group of court today against Frederick Pethick convention
The Louisiana senator read a letter X the commencement exercises of X mail between Silver
of Southern Baptists, with
and
MogolCity
relish his task for he looked away newspaper men how the idea of the Lawrence, a prominent and wealthy
from a fire insurance company to a X the
- X
from all the southPresident
present
delegates
him
and
and
Benjabrowbeat
threatened
university,
lcn,
from the prisoner. Speaking to a rep- two
Louisiana agent ordering him to can- X min Ide Wheeler said :
suffragist who recently severed his ern states and returned missionaries
came to his mind.
X into entering an agreement to help
"ships"
resentative of the New Mexican the
cel policies on sugar houses because X
"it was Andrew Carnegie," he ex- connection with the militant suffrage from Asia, Africa and Spanish-Americknew
"Mr.
that he X them to rob the mail. Every month sheriff said: "It is a
the tariff was to be reduced and event- X could notHooper
painful duty, of plained, "who suggested to me by his society. The order was made on apthis afternoon in the
be helped, but,he hoped X there is between $4000 and $5000 sent
opened
course." He then stated that the trip
ually eliminated.
church. Committee
be done X from Silver City to Mogollon, to pay to
speech in which he referred to the tiny plication of the director ot public Third
X that something might
Baptist
in
not
made
wouid
be
made
was
An unsuccessful attempt
Albuquerque
16 tons each which prosecution because Mr. Lawrence re- meetings incident to the assembling
of
X for others who suffered in the X off the men working in the mines at a
'dreadnoughts'
In
the
fused to pay the costs of the prosecu- of the Woman's
ordinary day hud for a hundred years
private car but
by Chairman Simmons to agree with X same
His devoted wife has X the latter place. Harris and White coach.
Missionary union, an
kept peace on
Senator Penrose for a vote on the X made way.
the Great Lakes.
Those two 'little tion of himself, and Mrs. Emmellne auxiliaj-- ,of the Southern Baptist
a realization of X knew this and also knew that the
possible
atIf the sheriff feared that any
hearings amendment, probably late X his wish in behalf of the sons of X
made me think of how happy Pankhurst ou a charge of conspiracy church, were held throughout the
money was taken from Silver City to tempts would be made to liberate the gunboats'
tomorrow, but the question still was
it would be if through 'Fellowship' and last May.
day, in preparation for the formal
X
men."
X
undecided when the morning "hour"
Mogollon on or about the ISth of the prisoner, he did not express them, nor
The outstanding amount, is $3,040. convening of the union tomorrow
those relations were
'Friendship'
admoveMr.
He
nervous.
his
seem
month.
did
all
at
the
took
and
Burch,
other
he
business
kept
The court appointed an official receiv- morning.
expired
ments very
but got into commun- mitted, however, that never before
er to take charge of Mr. Lawrence's
right of way.
The opening session of the Baptist
The foundation Is1.' to" be controlled ication with quiet
to
conduct
the authorities immediate- had he been called upon
affairs, and thus, although well to do, convention today was scheduled
to
memseven
X
X
board
of
X
X
an
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
by
advisory
an execution
DOG FACED STARVATION
,' after he had seemingly consented
he will have to place his business af- elect officers, appoint committees and
X
WHAT
follows:
as
SAY
WOMEN
constituted
OF
WITH HIS MISTRESS. bers,
"Has the prisoner anything to say
tc become a party to the crime. He
fairs in the hands of this official un- hear the reports of the boards of forThe president of the Carnegie InTHE "SLASH SKIRT.'
The
Mrs.
Rawlins,
Wyo., May 14.
his cards so well that Harris for publication." was asked.
the government's claim has been eign and of home missions and ot the
til
played
who is now Dr. Princhett.
and White suspected nothing.
Mary West, for the last year the only stitute,
settled.
They sheriff shook his head negatively, castSunday school board.
It is naughty.
The profesor of Pathology at John
dweller in the deserted town of CarThe application was heard privately.
had threatened Burch with death if ing a furtive glance at the condemned
The convention has no legislative
is
It
an
S.
atrocity.
Hopkins
University.
coal
a
once
prosperous
camp
lin neaohpH nn thpm or fallpri to pnteriHian.
bon,
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence and a few powers and its work throughout the
is
Infraud.
It
a
Rockefeller
of
the
The
thm
professor
Delgadillo looked somewhat
boastlhg 1500 population, was brought
Burch played
iuto tho conspiracy.
week will revolve around the reports
X
It is a cheat.
to the county hospital here today. stitute for Medical Research.
bio role with infinite skill, knowing nnrt showed the strain under which he
of the administrative boards of the
not
It
is
modest.
The president of the University of full well the
But ,he aPPea1 to
nas bPen ,mderShe was found yesterday in a critical
church.
(Continued on page four).
desperate characters that be far from a
Jt is a French deception.
Xj
from starvation, having California, the dean of the Medical hf; had to deal with, and that
condition
very sick man and pen- had
stage
been helpless from illness since May School of the University of California, previously been held up on that road itentiar' officials commented on his
Chicago, May 14. The naughty
3. Beside the woman, when she was E. D. Connolly,
good appearance.
representing Mrs. and a mail carrier killed.
t
X slash in the tight skirt was
do- - X
Flag is Brought.
found, was an aged collie dog, which Hooper, and a seventh member to be
Mr. Burch notified the postmaster
was with a look of despair that X nouncod as "an atrocity perpe- - X
It
she said had not left the room since chosen by tho western members of
Y
it Silver City, who got into communi- he prisoner saw an attendant pass X trated on an intelligent nation, X
this advisory board.
liis mistress fell ill.
cation with tho postoffice authorities
a green and white flag with X by a people who themselves don't X
with
by
at San Francisco. They in turn called which to
X believe In or wear It," by mem- - X
signal the train.
St. Louis. May 14. Charging that guardian of the children by the pro
Inspector Ralph Smith, of Denver, who At about 3:30 o'clock the train came X hers of the Chicago dressmakers X
has charge of this district, into the in
and a brief halt was made to X club at their annual banouet last X Lloyd Rickart, secretary of the St. bate court.
sight
case, and he began at once to lay plans allow the sheriff and two deputies V night.
The slit, which Is a X Ikon's Americans, permitted two chil-The petition for the restoration of
for catching the criminals red handed. board it with their prisoner.
in his care to attend
French invention, was also
Sunday the children to Tebbetts, says the conCaptain Fred Fornoff, of the New MexThere was a big puff of smoke and X ferred to as a "fraud and cheat" xioase ball games, their grandfather, duct of spectators at the Sunday ball
ico mounted police, whose skill has then the train started for Lamy.
Sx and the
dressmakers asserted X Lewis B. Tebbetts, filed a petition in games is "loud and boistrous, and at
Washington, D. C, May 14. To ate public lands committee. It would been oftimes demonstrated, before, in
!X themselves for American fashions X the supreme court at Jefferson City times such as to necessitate police inX today asking that the children be re- terference
to prevent people from
lighten the weary way of the prospec- appropriate $10,000 with which the criminal affairs, in conjunction with FLAGLER'S CONDITION WORSE. X for American women.
survey would locate springs, such competent officers as Sheriff
X
tor across the arid lands of the west geological
They went on record as op- - X stored to him.
rioting with the ball players and umstreams and water holes and place Emll James, of Socorro
The children are Letitla and Bar- pires."
X posed to the slash skirt and all X
West Palm Beach, Fla., May 14.
county; Sherand rob the deserts of their terrors, is sign posts and monuments
along the iff Herbert J. McGrath, of Grant coun- - Reports from the bedside of Henry M. X similar designs which appeal to X bara Beck, 12 and 1 years old. Mrs.
It is also contended that the atmosthe object of a bill by Senator Works lines of travel to guide travelers to
Teb-- phere of Sunday ball games is unfit
X Rickart is Tebbett's daughter.
Flagler said the capitalist was unable X or suggest immodesty.
reported favorably today by the sen water.'
(Contlnued on page four).
to take nourishment today.
x'0etts laBt winter was removed as
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shown by the cost sheets of manufac1 1
turing companies, but also excluding
oa;
such intermediate profits of production and transportation. Thus, from
PROTESTING
certaiu average costs of all companies
which are presented, the Intercomof
pany profits from the production
while
raw materials are excluded,
THEY ARE TRYING TO FRIGHTEN POLICY
from the costs of the Steel CorporaTAX
INCOME
REGARDING
HOLDERS
from
tion the intermediate profits
and transportation
both production
MUTUAL INPROVISION
are eliminated. The Importance of
BLOCK. ACTING COMMISSIONER
SURANCE IS THE STUMBLING
GF CORPOsuch eliminations of intercompany
profit are apparent from the followRATIONS SHOWS THE VAST DIFing comparisons:
Taking again, for
(By Gilson Gardner.)
Illustration, the costs of the Steel
"BOOK
COSTS"
BETWEEN
FERENCE
an
11.
In
D.
Washington,
C, May
THAT
Corporation, it appears directly from
effort to frighten policyholders and to
the records of that company that the
AND "NET COSrS"
WE
MAKEA
inWILL
throw general discredit upon the
averugu book cost of Bessemer pig
come tax provisions of the new tariff
WHEN YoV
iron i.i 1910 was $14.39 per ton
WITH
an assumed normal addition
bill, prodigious efforts and thousands
STOCK
cf dollars In postage have been ex- FACTS PRESENTED
to furnace cost of $0.50 per ton for
GOOVS.
gene:-;:GOOD
expense and depreciation),
pended by a number of Insurance comARE OF GREAT VALUE while lie net cost, excluding
panies.
5ELECTED THEM FDR.
and
alarm:iy profits on materials
Circulars couched in the most
The
was
im$10.21.
transi' irtatlon,
only
YOU THEVARS HERE
ing language, giving the general
intern. mpany profit deducted from
pression that holders of insurance pol- ,
AWt
NATIONAL WELFARE AND
AT A FAIR.
1;
the b:
costs, therefore, was no less
icies are to be taxed under the
PUBLIC POLICY INVOLVED.
ton.
than
If,
.'i.l8
only
per
however,
thouTflrJD
out
the
have been sent
by
"The facts presented in this re- - N the i;:.ercompany profit on materials
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agreeing".
showers in the upon its other provis; mis The wavs '01 1ne members who attended the the first play festival or May Fete, as George Lougee.
1 K7Q
a inrtirmont ronHororl
in call! nitii-- l in tin !I41 in fho .Qlh Hnv nf Ani-i- l
. vicinity and in the distance.
There and means cninmittei may have sup garden party. They looked at tho some are pleased to call it, which
m
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Captain Kev.
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was a sprinkle of rain at night.
bowl with faint hopes that v, 111 be held upon the
Smith.
bubbling
to
the
of
Democratic
in
Lida
the
of
and
members
plied
Jackson
hind,
grounds
situate,
lying
being
Beatty, plaintiffs,
S a. m.
At
the
K
contained a "stick," and approach- public schools.
Senior Camp Fire Girls Mrs. John
today
mercury stood tile finance committee some of this inThe entire day will
Sinclair Beatty, defendant, oncinct No. 4, in the County of Santa Fe
at 38 degrees in Santa Fe. In other formation, which
the l&th day of April, A. I). 191 3, for and State of New Alexico, situate,
have success- ed it more for the purpose of sampling be given up to the riot of fun and iJ!iirch, guardian,
they
cities the temperature was as fol- fully avoided
Junior Camp Fire Girls Miss
partition of real estate hereinaft- - ling and being in the Third (3rd) Ward
making public during its contents and ascertaining what pleasure. Tho famous city band will
er described, we will offer for sale of the City of Santa Fe, N. M. Said lows:
the debate in the house, but it is not kind of a beverage they were receiv- fi rnlsh music and most of the games Kaune, guardian.
Amarillo, DS; Bismarck, 40; Hoist, likely that senators will be able to ing in any expectation that it would will be accompanied
to the highest bidder, on the 29th; lot, with all the buildings thereon
with spirited
Track and Field Officials.
strains of music.
extract much of it from the members both cheer and inebriate.
day of May, A. D. 1913, at the front 'erected measures from East to West, 6: Cheyenne, 3S; Dodge City, 04;
A. B. Renehan; Starter,
Referee,
30; Flagstaff, 22; Grand Junc- of the finance committee.
The parade, headed by tho band, If. S. Bowman; Timer, Dr. J. A.
door of the Court House, in the Cityjon the North side fronting ou Water
The dark brown of the concoction
Rolls;
of Santa Fe, County of Santa Fe, and Street, One Hundred and Thirteen tion, 46; Helena, 40; Kansas City, 6C;
in
looked
was
and
the
it
n
ana
a
wui
fruit
siart .ii
alter
good
ociock,
clerk of Course, II. H. Dorman;
Present indications point strongly to
Los
Lander,
34;
,r2:
Modena,
Angeles,
i
mrch
about
to
the business section of (scorer, M. A. Ortiz; Announcer, John
State of New Mexico, at ten o'clock (113) feet, and from East to West on
quote one of the men
the pasage of the bill iu the senate tasty, and
me eny, ine cnnaren win return to X'cnwny.
in the forenoon of the said day, the the South side--. One Hundred and 2S; Phoenix, 51; Portland, 48; Pueblo, without material
of any pro- who put ins lips to it, there was a
change
48;
Rapid City, 40; Roseburg,
42;
following described real estate,
judge's at Finish Chief Justice C.
(Thirteen (113) feet, and from North
visions regarded as important by the resemblance in appearance to a the grounds for games and drills.
All the following described lot orto South, on the East side, Seventy-parce- l Roswell, 10; Salt Lake, 40; San Fran
whisky punch. But alas, it was only
The picuk dinner at 12 o'clock will (J. Roberts, Justice R. H. Hanna, F. W.
Mr.
and
t'nderwood.
There
president
of land, situate, lying and
the appearance, as they promtly dis lo a great feature of the day. Parents 'Parker.
(77) feet and on the West side, cisco, 4fi; Spokane, 40: Tononah, 40: will be a considerable
number of covered.
It burned their mouths and and friends are invited to come with
ing in the Town of Santa Fe, in the 'fronting on Bridge or Galisteo Street, Winnemucca, 30.
ll
Field Judges Col. Bronson M.
minor
changes, however, depending their
Forecast.
but that was all.
(51) feet, and is bounded
County of Santa Fe and State of New Fifty-onthroats,
filled baskets and enjoy the noon- - ting, U. S. Judge W. If. Pope, District
more
or
less upon the temper and
For
Fe
to
and
Santa
Fair
vicinity:
ion the East, by the property of Cruz
Mexico,
The Board of Education 'Judge E. C. Abbott.
"Ginger ale is good on the side,' day hour.
and Thursday, cooler tonight, complacency of the Democratic mem- - observed
one of the callers
but only will furnish lemonade for all and there
Basket Ball.
Commencing at the S. W. corner, Feralta and Dorothea M. de Mottley. on night
hers
of
the
finance
There
committee.
and running East Eighty (SO) feet to tne West, by Bridge Street, some-th- with possibly light frost.
will be places where the baskets may
Deaf and Dumb School vs. Santa
is already much private coniDlaint on the side."
coldFor
Now
Mexico:
fair,
times
called
Tonight
on
the
Galisteo
S. E. corner; thence Two Hundred
be checked until called for.
Street,
Fe High School.
these senators over the refusal
Water Street, formerly er in east portion, frost in north por- among
The following is tho list, of commit(200) feet North; thence Eighty (80) North, by
Referee, Mr. Ilumgardner; Umpire,
of Mr. Underwood and his colleagues WILLIAM W. IRVIN
southin
cooler
fair,
tion;
Thursday
feet West; thence Two Hundred (200) .'called Rio Chiquito Street, and on the
tees who are working to make the day Dorothy
IS IMPERIAL POTENTATE
Miss
Safford:
Linesmen,
on
and
means
to
the
committee
ways
east
portion.
feet South, to place of beginning. The South, by property of Dorothea M,
Aimee Wittman, Miss Dorothy Griffin;
long to bo remembered.
obvious
certain
amendments
adopt
Conditions.
above described plot of land is bound- de Mottley, being the same premises
Morton Seligman,
Dallas, Texas, May 14. With the Officials for the May Fete and Field Timers,
Henry
This morning a trough of low baro- while the bill was in the house. It has election of officers and naming of
ed on the W'est by a lot owned by J. conveyed to said Feline Delgado by
Kaune.
Day.
been shown in a number of cases that
Manuel
meter
Valdes
and
from
extends
eastern
deed
dated
Nebraska
wife, by
Director
Oeneral Col. Jose D.
the 1914 convention city, the Shrin-er- s
No press committee has been
Vaughn; on the North by the "Arroyo
to New Mexico, with center of lowest the rates carried by the bill as reportde las Mascuros;" on the East by October 13, 1S91.
brought their annual meeting to Sena.
to
ed
not
house
do
to
the
conform
the
over
western
Kansas.
land owned by the TJ. S. Government,
All that certain tract or parcel of pressure
a close today. William W. Irwin of
Assistant Director Mrs. E. C. Abannounced purpose of the Democrats
and on the South by a public street, land, situate, lying and being in the Showers have occurred from the
W. Va., becomes imperial bott.
New Mexican Wani
Ads always
Wheeling,
in
erto Kansas, in southeast Wyomdrafting their measure. These
the old name of which was Las
Pole Committee
of Santa Fe in the County of
Miss
It.
May
results.
potentate.
Palm,
bring
Try
rors have usually come from acting
tols, and Is situate in the Northern Santa Fe and State of New Mexico, ing, western Colorado, northern Utah,
and northwest upon insufficient information, or withportion of the town of Santa Fe, (with a house of eleven rooms and a eastern Washington,
out sufficient consideration of the iu- Forty-tw(42) feet North of the old (corral built thereon, situated in the Oregon. Cooler weather has general
SOLDIER BOY'S LIFE
DANGEROUS.
formation in hand. Articles widely dlf- ANDY CARNEGIE SAYS
State House grounds.
(City of Santa Fe. County of Santa I.v overspread the country from the
All that certain tract or parcel of ;Fe, State of New Mexico, bounded and Rockies to the Pacific and frost is re. fering in price and in cost of produc
RIGHTO. ANDY ! LOOK AT
FELLOWS WHO DO
have been subjected to the same
land situate, lying and beginning In fdescrlbed
as follows:
Measuring pcrted from southwest Colorado and tion,
Ward No. 3, of the City of Santa Fe, Iftoni East to West on the South side, southern Idaho. Conditions favor fair r.ite, apparently on the theory that
EUERV-DA- Y
WORK!
in Precinct No. 17, formerly Precinct Sixty-eigfeet, and on the North weather tonight and Thursday, cooler this gave them similar treatment. In
numerous
it
No. 4, of the County of Santa Fe, iside Seventy feet, and from North to tonight with probably light frost.
has happened that,
cases,
upon this error being pointed out to
State of New Mexico, said land mea- South on the East side, One Hundred
U
suring from East to nest Nine (9) and Twenty-fou- r
Work for the New Mexican. It is Mr. Underwood and the member of
feet, and en the
feet, and from North o South, One West side, One Hundred and Fourteen working for you, for Santa Fe and his committee in charge of the particHundred and Twelve and one-haular schedule affected, they have confeet, and is bounded on the East by he new state.
sented cither to assist in the adoption
of a proper amendment in the senato
or at least not to oppose such action
bjr the senate.
In other words, they
have put it up to the senate to rectify
mistakes even in cases where they
knew the error before the bill passed
out of their lianus.
This makes some of the senators
And naturally. For
very unhappy.
the senators feel that it puts them In
ja very awkward predicament. They
will be obliged to sponsor
amendments increasing rates of duty while
When first made up ray mind give
Mr. Underwood will be entitled to
credit for cutting rates. From
cents
nickel
great
ten
of
worth
very
you
j their point of view, this gives
Mr. Untobacco, I went
my old friends in
derwood a clear record with which to
tobacco business and
but
jgp to the country for
it puts them badly in the whole, as
no reason why
make
they fear.
American Smoker
They would not have minded It so
good by giving
much in the days before the direct
double-valu- e
5
quality smoking tobacco
election of senators but they point out
cents.
as
sure
Kentuckian,
now that they are obliged to go before
know all about
best Burley leaf; and I
the people and make a public canvass
know how cure and prepare it. I know
just the same as Mr. Underwood and
ills colleagues must do. Several of
how
make
buy and I how knov;
these senators face the test of
up. How about
next year just as the house Democrats do, and they do not think it is
you'll
business", they said,
fair to them to be obliged to carry the
boxes to make folks
have to
burden of correcting errors in the bill
up in
which were known before it left the
appreciate
house and which the house leaders
should have corrected on their own reIn Tins
on those
work and
Well,

SENATORS UNHAPPY
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Blank
Nomination
The Santa Fe New Mexican's
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Abraham Lincoln said:
"You Can't Fool All the
People All the Time"
best
the

to
the

I

for a

j

to

said:

"There's
I'm

to

to

"Fine

that,
the

it

put it

I can't

the

it

it?"

tin

a

for

a

to

I

it

"but

it."
I wentto
figured
tin boxes. I found they cost a lot of money.
Considering the high quality of the tobacco,
I found I simply couldn't afford that tin box
and still charge only a nickel for

0

it would
costyou

double

mm

notion so, in order not to cut
down the quality of the tobacco in
MASCOT, I decided to cut out the
tin box, and use a convenient, inex-

pensive cloth pouch.
"People won't always befooled"
says I, "on those pretty tin boxes.
If I give 'em the best tobacco, and
more of it, they're not going to

lose much time coming my way."

And they came and are coming, thousands upon thousands.
You can't buy better tobacco,
men,

I know.

you should pay for it.

In Pouch 5c In Tins it would cost you double
303-- A.

Fort Thomas, Ky., May 1. The
soldiers here do not agree with And
will bo of any widespread Importance lew Carnegie, who says that soldierthese
of ing is our safest occupation
except possibly the
the pottery schedule which is under- days.
He that as it may, this
taken at the direct intervention of
military
President Wilson.
post is a delightfully pastoral scene.
The Republicans are preparing to There are soldiers hoeing plots of
cry calamity and are charirine that thn ground preparatory to planting let- bill will surely bring industrial disaster jtuce, potatoes and parsnips. Of course
snd destruction, wit h Inevitable labor (here is danger that a soldier might
himself in the foot with a hoe.
disturbances and general business t
One warrior is observed flushing the
Mr. Underwood uttered an
pression.
extremely significant warning to theselPorch in front of the hospital with a
calamity howlers in his last speech jgardon hose, while another gives the
These are useful
oi; the bill in the house. He had al (porch a scrubbing.
honest pastimes but they are
ready pointed cut. on several occas-j"'"- !
ions, the fact that the Democrats had hardly what war is.
A SrouP
soldiers is seen
created a bureau in the department of
authorized to make very;'"K for tomorrow's ball game. Some
bar-c-f
thorough and complete Investigations !flrt! having their siesta in the
racks. Others are reading newspa- industrial conditions.
and magazines.
IT
They
a deliberate threat of il'ers, books
the use of this bureau against any might die of ennui. The ball players
manufacturer or other concern that might get beaned. Those in bed might
fall out.
might attempt to discredit his tariff
Some of the soldier boys are cleanbill by reducing wages or otherwise
assisting to bring ou industrial dis- ing guns. Horrors! The guns might
go off. Yet, one hazards,
they are
turbance.
'When a great manufacturing insti- reasonably Fafe.
Sometimes, though, these soldiers,
tution," he said, "is ready to threaten
itt. laborers with a reduction of wages seeking to recuperate from the grind
because they say there has been ad- of military life go over to Cincinnati.
verse action and legislation in con- Then juggernaut taxicabs
pursue
gress or to reflect on the action of the them, street cars threaten them, fire
government of the United States, that engines put their lives in peril. Hot
1

raK

f

j

de-hl-

j

nnu-nuifl- e

Great guns, boys, you cant
smoke tin; there's no reason why
Well, smoke MASCOT,
tnenit s tobacco.

now in
will be
made before the bill is passed. None

j

CRUSHED CUT TOBACCO
There was never one like it for pipe and cigarette
I had to give up the tin box

sponsibility.
The talk about the senate
that some 200 minor changes

5

rehears-commerc-

e

U. S. SOLDIERS TOILING AT FT
THOMAS, AND CITIZENS DOINCI
SOME PLAIN AND FANCY EVERY
DAY JOBS.

inz v yi

is ifi tt ,f
'
h1
CT
VV ,
it

.

i

.
I

bolts from new skyscrapers may hit
them.
Trolley wires mav break. If
tliey tarry at night, thugs mav assail
them.
They're secretly gud to get
back safe to this seat of war.
"Maybe Andy's right,' admitted a
"You don t see
private, confidently.
any of us gettin" trapped and burned
to death like city firemen. We don't
tumble from the tops of
buildings, like structural ironworkers.
We don't get our hands caught in machinery, like lots o' mechanics I know.
We're fairly safe from lead poisoning,
printer's consumption and such tradetbrough by hot billets in steel mills,
diseases. We don't get blown up ioWe're a lot safer than policemen,
n ines or buried in tunnels or run too.''
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CHINA 18 "MUCHY BLIGED."
Washington, D. C, May 34. A cable
from the Shan Si provincial assembly
ol China expressing thanks to the
United States for its recognition of
). c., May II. Sena
Washington,
bill to have the gov the new Republic of China, was read
today in the senate.
'
fGa.OOO they subscribed to ransom El
len M. Stone, the missionary, from
1 QH1
ill tha Pnlbanu
'
'
favorably reported from the senate
foreign relations committee
today
oer the earnest protest of senators
EGGS FOR HATCHING
who contended that it established a
redangerous precedent, particularly
garding the situation in Mexico.

UANAMAKER CASE
UNCLE SAM MAY
COMES BEFORE THE
RETURN RANSOM
ATTORNEY GENERAL
Washington, u. C, May
General MeReynolds nearly

McGRAW'S

IDEAL

LOOKS LIKE STREET CAR STRIKE

PLAYER

ELKS SELECT DANCE

NEXT FRIDAY NIGHT

MAY BE LONG SIEGE

A

REAL

SENSATION.

has

r
investigating the John
customs and will decide in a
few days if any evidence has been, dis- closed at present to a federal grand

Mulshed

Wan-amake-

jury.
The local lodge of Elks will on FriCincinnati,
Ohio, May 14. Willi
only three cars operating and these day evening next tender one of their
nKcorted by a heavy police guard over select dances, and under the new
their entire route, the strike of the
adopted these who are not
street car employes of the Cincinnati jiembers of the order and whoe deTraction company today gave every sire to attend must iirst secure an inevidence of settling into a long siege. vitation through the members of the
The tickets
No efforts were made by the strikers entertainment committee.
or their sympathizers this morning to ere $1.00 per couple. .Members oi the
interfere with the operation of tho order, of course, do not require iuvitu-- j
three cars that left the barn at 9 lions.
o'clock hemmed in on all sides by j It is tins purpose of the new enter- mounted policemen and preceded and tain men t commit tee to take personal
fillowed by police automobiles filled charge of the dance and see that the
with officers. The cars operated slow- invited guests are made welcome and
at home; and the music program will
ly and carried no passengers.
Mayor Hunt said that during tho be carefully arranged in such a manday other cars would probably be put ner as to cater to one and all alike.
out on the different lines and that they The committee is also arranging for
would be afforded full police protee- - the luncheon to be served and the
menu will be given special attention.
ticn.
No word came from the strikers' In the. past this feature has not reheadquarters today and whatever fu- ceived the attention it deserved, and
lure plans they may have, have been80nie dissatisfaction resulted from
tiiai cause. The music will be render- kept secret.
led by the regular Elks orchestra, and
Mayor Trails Cars.
The first effort to operate cars slue? dancing will be opened at 9 p. m. So.
the negotiations with the sinners yen whs win now get uusy ami
were broken off was made by the trac- your ueer anu ue on nana
tion company at 9 o'clock this morn' night; and if you are not an Elk and
irg. Surrounded by police on foot would like to come, see one of the
and mounted, three cars were started Members of the entertainment com-- ,
burnis for the n itteo and he'll probably take care of
from the Avondale
down town district. Police and deteci.u and your "deer."
tives were stationed along the route.
Xo police rode on the cars. Mayor FARRELL CONTINUES
Hunt trailed the cars in his automoTESTIMONY; DEFENDS
bile.
U. S. STEEL COMPANY.
Before the cars started on the trip,
to Says More Than 375 Concerns Were
the police were given Instructions
act vigorously in case of trouble.
Competitors of Bridge Company at
t
Suit Was Filed.
Time

BRYAN INTERCEDED
FOR GUATEMALA

TELL ABOUT TRIP

j

j

Springfield, III., May 14 Thomas
of
Vred. :burgh
and Sam Davis
Sprim, field will be summoned to ap- pear :iud testify tonight before the
gp,,,. investigators who are inqulr- mg iulQ the clwrgfi8 of immorality
made against Lieutenant Governor
o'Ha,:i. This was decided at an exec
utive sesssion of the committee today,
Vr snburgh will be asked to tell
the
mmittee his version of the trip
to ("dcago and the extent to which
Governor O'Hara participated in the
event's of that occasion.
Da "is Is the liquor dealer who
from Maud Robinson of Springfield the allidavit involving Lieutenant Covernor O'Hara in the affair.
He vill be examined relative to the
motive for obtaining the afiidavit

(Continued
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BASEBALL.

1

Standing of the Clubs.

e

j
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0

Chicago-Philadelphi- a

Louisville-MilwauKe-

e

5- -

Columbus-Minneaopoli-

Myth-Myste- rious

315

Palace Aw.

Unless you act right now.
Do not delay.
RHODES'
PATENTTREE PAINT will

from page one).

ty, at once set to work to entrap the
GIVE YOU ABSOLU IE PROTECTION
lebbers.
It had been ngreed 'between the rob
would NOW IS THE TIME.
bt.rs and Burcn that the hold-u,occur at Glenwood, on the way to
, tn
tmm siu-p-r nttv nnri
.
...
:,"
NOVELTY WORKS,
ISth of December. That was the day
104 GALISTEO ST.,
that it. had been learned that about

J. F. RHOADS,

...

-

$'(100 would be sent by mail from Sil- - Telephone 157 W.

ver City to Mogollon. On the lsth,
accordingly, the stage pulled out "of
Silver City, there being no passengers,
land hurried on its way. As the shades
cf night drew on the stage neared the
&pui uuu m uie uumk iwu
strange men stepped out of the gloom,
and demanded the mail.
They were
Karris and Wrhite. Mail Carrier Burcfi
delivered the mall without resistence.
and hurried on his way to Mogollon.
The officers were in waiting and started in hot pursuit of the robbers. They
found the mail sacks cut open and contents rifled, and the next morning
Fornoff, and the other officers
mentioned captured James D. Harris
and about the same time Charles
White was apprehended at Mogollon.
The robbers were badly fooled in not
only being apprehended so easily, but
in not getting anything out of the mall
sacks except some dummy packages,
containing strips of paper.
They were taken into custody," and
in due time arraigned and bound over
for trial, which lias just terminated In
their conviction.
All the officers herein mentioned as
well as
Blair were witnesses
against Harris and White, and the eviCap-tp.i-

j
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SANTA FE.N..M.

MAYES

INSURANCE
Fire,

Life,

iAccident

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

n

REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms

Ranches, Orchards
Land Grants, Etc
j

Surety

Bonds

All

Kinds.

Of

Telephone

194 W

Room

i
i Elks' Theatre

WHY IT Sw'CCFEDS
Because It's For One Thing Only, and
Santa Fe People Appreciate This.
Nothing can t good for everything.
Doing one thing well brings

I MAY

i

sue-(.es-

Doan's Kidney Pills are for one
thing only.
For weak or disordered kidneys.
Here is Santa Fe evidence to prove
their worth.
Albino Ortega, College St., Santa
"For several
Fe, N. Mex., says:
years I had trouble from my back and
It was hard for me to
kidneys.
work, owing to pains in my loins and
a sudden movement aggravated lay
trouble. My rest was disturbed by a
too frequent desire to void the kidney
secretions and the passages were
scanty and painful. Public statements
given by local people who had used
Doan's Kidney Pills with effect, inI found reduced me to try them.
lief at once and after I hod finished
the contents of one box, my back 'was
free from pain. My kidneys are now
normal ana I feel better in every

For sale by ail dealers. Prtce 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember tb name Doan's and
take no other.
Foster-Milbur-

n

16
;..

17, 19131

i THE

.

way."

SECRET OF
CONFESSION
A SPANISH

j
I

1.

I

DRAMA

IN FIVE ACTS.

1

3

i

Today's Games.

-

'

- - 25c
Balcony, 15c

I

Admsssion

i

MAURICIO

DURAN,

Manager.

Edison Records
account of lack of store space we offer for sale a part or complete stock of
On

EDISON RECORDS
WITH OR WITHOUT RACKS
Here is an opportunity for merchants
of the Southwest to replenish their
stock of Edison Records.

Learnard'Lindemann Co.
THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS,
206

West Gold,

I
I
i
f
I
1

FOR SALE AT A SACRIFICE

..6

1

m

;

Where They Play Today

U

dence of Thomas Burch, of course,
LAIGHLIN BUILDING, .
was very convincing.
The only witness for the robbers was a man named
NE W MEXICO
Jack Allen, whose testimony was badly SANTA FE
mixed, and tended to make the case
against them stronger than if it had
not been offered.
f1 TBMFMMlMllln,H 'lllli lll'.WJI'l

,

base-runner-

TABLE.

What the frost Did Not
Get the Bugs and
Insects Will!

CONVICTED OF ROBBING
THE MAIL.

....,,,

j

THE

FOR

Phone 204 J.

j

"fall-away-

uni,

EGGS

CHAS. A. WHEELON,

t

i

e

FRESH

to'i-er-

Bar-Ha-

PASSENGERS

$2.00

11

l,

21.000.000.000

FOB

13 EGGS

The early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer!

employe in the Philadol"Washington. D. C May 14. Gen- phia ciiotoms house was permitted to era, charges of immorality among
with the explanation that he students at the Carlisle Indian school
hud b.
careless.
were made today by Laura C. KelSon:
treasury officials said Wann-l;a- logg, a student of Indian affairs, bei inker
paid to the government fore the senate committee today. Miss
more t 'in it could have received by Kellogg declared the superintendent
civil !' !on. Secretary MeAdoo, when there did not maintain the standard
lie
Jlice, nsked the attorney gen of discipline necessary in such an into 'nd if there was any evidence 'stitution.
When questioned by senators, Miss
of inter to defraud the government.
Kellogg said she could give no spe-- i
cific instances of immorality at Carl-VRED2NBURG MUST
isle.

New York, May 14. James A. Far-relRESOLUTION IS POSTPONED.
president of the United States
Steel Corporation, continued his tes14
Demo111.,
'May
Springfield,
timony today as a witness for the cratic leaders today decided not to
Washington, D. C, May 14. Private defense in hearings of the govern
ad ices received here early today say ment suit to dissolve the corporation call up the initiative and referendum
resolution for further consideration
President Cabrera, of Guatemala, has as an illegal combination.
'until next week. The resolution will
acceded to the demands of the BritatC.
A.
Severance,
Questioned by
be placed back in the house calendar
ish government for a settlement of the torney for the corporation, Mr. Far-rethe order of third reading and will
British claims. The Lontestified that the National Tube jon
be (ailed up by Representative Chas.
don foreign office recently issued an company, a subsidiary, is not a monKar .eh. Democrat of Belleville, prob
ultimatum to Cabrera giving him until opoly combination as alleged by the
ably next Tuesday or Wednesday.
warto
British
a
and
tomorrow
settle,
He added that the comgovernment.
H was claimed today that the props
GEORGE BURN'S.
ship was on the way to Huerto
pany was now in competition with osition had lost five or six votes since
to emphasize the demand.
German manufacturers who shipped last night and that its passage next
Ho
When Manager John McGraw ful throwing has saved games.
to seamless tubes here in the face of a week or at
In an effort
Bryan,
Secretary
any other time during this
praises a ball player, it is the unuS' threatens to crowd "Red" Murray and help Guatemala out of her embarrass- iduty of one cent a pound.
session seemed highly improbable. A
ual. The leader of the Giants is taci Mike Mitchell for the honor of being ment, had expressed to the British
Taking up the American Sheet and tax amendment to the state constituturn regarding his men, but he en- the best thrower in the league.
government the hope that she would Tin Plate company, another subsi- tion desired by numerous civic and
to
be
certain
is
Burns
the
recruit
Also,
pretty
thuses over George Burns,
extend the time named in her ulti- diary, Mr. Karrell said that at the tax organizations of the state was insecured from Utica, of the New York left alone by the league bullies. He is matum. No
troduced today in the lower house.
reply yet had been re- time it was taken over, "it had some
with
the best boxer in the National,
Slate league team last fall.
The com- This amendment
ceived
but the settlement an- very large competitors."
is regarded as a detoday,
,
Johns-villethe possible exception of Al Bridwell nounced in the
Burns is a product of St.
with
in
abroad
competition
feat in the house of the initiative and
private advices prob- pany was
N. Y., which is at Utica's side fie is also a pool shark. To a man
was
the
As only one constitu- referendum.
ably ends the incident, which threat- British manufacturers, and
door. He played bail for hlB native the Giants will back Burns against ened to force
development of the Wil- oniy tin piaie concern m una counu, tjonaI nmendmet resolution can be
in
the
"Sadie"
league.
where
any pool player
town, then for Utica,
son administration's attitude toward which did an export trade.
jnm(Je at onG t!m(J tne fl.iends ot tne
by
Players say Burns is a
McMahon, Giant scout, assigned
Mr. Karrell testified along similar ,
American
Central
of
debts
the
,iHiPlf! that it he
foreign
"hook"
He does both the
iu marvel.
lines in defense of the American given
jvicuraw 10 uuu me ueai. uuuit-iue- i
precedence over the initiative
to either side of the republics.
the minors, saw him. McMahon and
Steel Hoop and the American Bridge and referendum.
claims he also saw Eddie Murphy at bag, something very few players are
companies, likewise subsidiaries.
Baltimore and could have had him able to duplicate.
The witness read a list of more SEEKS TO ANNUL FOREST
375 concerns which he said were
lor $1,500, but preferred Burns at McGraw's Opinion of George Burns.
than
RESERVATION ORDER.
RIDE competitors
"Burns has more natural playing
$C,000, and McGraw says Burns is
of the Bridge company
seen
What Connie slrength than any outfielder I've
worth the difference.
at me. time tne presem sua w meu.
WaiinIngton p. C., May 14. ChairNew York, May 14. Twenty-on, ut
Mack, who has Murphy, says remains in years. He may never be a Cobb or
iney nau an amituu
man Pittman of the Benate territories
to be seen, but every time ha looks Speaker. By 'playing strength' I mean billion passengers a year will be seek- uuu tons, or u per
ui ui
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he is more proflclont in all the things ing a ride on New York city's rapid try's entire capacity.
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ever
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by his hitting in the pinches. He has clean a
has elapsed, according to fig- THIS SUIT DATES BACK
century
national
forest of eleven mil
Chugach
won
been an important cog in the mak- great thrower, a good hitter and
TO THE WAR 1312. lion acres, and to restore it to the
ures with which Delos F. Wilcox,
ing of runs. In addition, his wonder derful
chief of the franchise bureau of the
public domain. Officials of the Alaska
public service commission, seeks to
Washington, I). U, May 14. There- Northern railroad charge that their
stir the city authorities to the need on Rudd, when he absconded with road had to suspend building operaBrennan and Dooin.
of a searching inquiry into the city's $5,000 less $183 awarded to a British tions to the interior of Alaska be- At Brooklyn-Cincin- nati
rapid transit requirements for the fu- ship owner for the seizure of his ves-- calme of tue withdrawal and their con
C 11
0 ture. Speaking at a charities confersels on the great lakes two weeks be- - seqUent inability to get timber,
2 7 4 ence last night, Mr. Wilcox stated fore the outbreak of the war of lsiz,
Brooklyn
the United
Benton and Clarke; Allen, Yingling, that in 1960 the city would have a not only impoverished
WOULD REMOVE OLD KINK.
million and States district of New York, of which
population of twenty-onStack and Miller.
National League.
D.
May 14. An old
Washington,
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JUST HAPPENED TO
serof
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public
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ret service fund of $1,250,000, which
.455 had been published recently.
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REVOLVERS.
Des Moi
FIND
Mr.
THOSE
vice. He declared today that tests
.. 9 12
.429 Howe could not tell "off hand" whethKansas City, Mo., May 14. Wm. the newspaper, the Suffragette, anTopeka
examination of currency, both
raised.
.. 7 13
.350 er any one else had done better than and
a negro 96 years old was fined nounced $900,000 had been
Taylor,
unwashed bills, showed
16
.273 W'alter Johnson of the Washington washed and
iln the muuicpal court today for The accountant, however, was unable
tbera to be singularly free from germs. $200
club, but said it was probable the Ke attributed this to the ink used in fighting in the street. He came to to throw any light on the subject. The
at the atblows with Joe , Taylor, another ne- prisoners smiled broadly
latter already had passed the record
printing the bills, which he said had gro, half a century younger than him- torney's futile efforts to get on to the
with his 52
innings to date.
proved to be an almost perfect germi- self. Joe knocked him down. Draw- tiack of their funds.
National League.
,
cide.
The accountant produced the salary
DISBANDED.
LEAGUE
NEW
ing a revolver, from his left hip pockChicago at New York.
"The public health service was call- et, the aged negro missed three shots book of the union, from which it apan
14.
After
Pa.,
Reading,
May
at
Philadelphia.
ed upon to examine the soiled money before Joe could disarm him. Then peared that the salaries of the leadPittsburgh
existence of only three days, the returned
Cincinnati at Brooklyn.
to the treasury," said Dr. drawing another revolver from his ers of the militant movement
were
dis
United
has
States
baseball
league
St Louis at Boston.
"after it had traveled around right hip pocket, William fired once not princely. Miss Annie Kennedy rebanded. The first break came on Sun- Eucker,
the country, and passed through the more and missed before the police ceived $21 weekly. "General'-- Mrs.
day when New York would not play hands of thousands of
American League.
To arrived.
Fiora Drummond and Miss Harriet
persons.
not
in
Newark because the club had
Philadelphia at Chicago,
was
to
found
cur
be
it
singuWilliam told the judge he did not Reecca Kerr, $17.50, Mrs. Beatrice
surprise,
been paid their guarantee for the
ew York at Cleveland.
free from bacteria and the ink know there were any revolvers in. his Saunders and Miss Rachel Barrett,
Saturday game. Washington and New larly
Washington at St. Louis,
pockets and that after Joe knocked $15, and Misi Laura Lenox, $10. Miss
decid- used in the bills is given the credit."
was
were
York
and
it
dropped
oston at Detroit
The Ingredients used in the govern- him down he "just happened" to put Christabel Pankhurst, who is living
ed to go along with six clubs, but yeslast few
terday only a few people were on ment's ink are not made public the his hand in his pockets and found in Paris, drew $875 in the
j
American Association.
months, according to the boofts.
for the games and this discour- recipe for the manufacture of the ink them there.
hand
Louisville at Milwaukee.
Boys Play Pranks.
aged all connected with the league for the bureau of engraving and printIndianapolis at St. Paul.
CARELESS FUND HANDLING.
School boys are helping the militant
and they quit today. Nineteen play ing being jealously guarded.
Toledo at Kansas City.
Littleton, Colo.. May 14. District suffragettes in their reign of terror.
ers are stranded here.
Columbus at Minneapolis.
PROMINENT MAN DEAD.
Judge Harry C- - Class yesterday called Several "bombs" found yesterday and
Pueblo, Colo., May 14. Mrs. Joseph
Paris, May 14. Alfred De Foville, a grand pury to investigate charges of today which were oij exhibition, turn-- !
and irregularities in the handling of Arap ed out to be dummies, were attributed
Driscoll fought a revolver duel with a prominent French economist
chicken thieves in the back yard of her permanent secretary of the Academy ahoe county funds. The jury will as- to the scholars. A "bomb" found this
National League.
home here at 1 o'clock this morning. cf Moral and Political Sciences, died semble May 2C.
afternoon, in the area of the church
At Philadelphia
The call was issued upon the request house in Dean's yard, Westminister;
7 11
After several fires had been exchang- today aged 70. He was a prolific auPittsburgh
2 6
Abbey, created a sensation until the!
ed, the robbers fled, one of them ap- thority on the subjects of transport, of District Attorney Samuel W.
Philadelphia .
police proved its harmlessness.
Hendrix and Kelly; Mayer, Nelson, parently wounded.
agriculture and the incerase of prices.
base-runnin- g
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In the closing days of the Taft administration, Mr. Wanamaker paid
$100,000 to the treasury to settle civil
liability for irregularities in assessing
duties cn imports over a period of CHARGES IMMORALITY AT
about i years.
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CAPITAL 850,000 00

Now York, Slay 14. Xono of the
energy displayed in the marking up
of priivs in the financial trading yes
terday was visible in speculation durt
Profit taking
ing the morning.
the slight stimulus derived from
the rise in foreign markets, but realand
izing sales were not pressed
prices rallied easily when offerings
were withdrawn.
Bull traders were Inclined to buy
on recessions, basing
their position
of
on the markets calm reception
New York Central's financing plans
and the steps taken at Washington
iu the movement for higher freight
rates.
There was no sustaining Inquiry,
oft-se-

Does a General Banking

Business

Your Patronage Solicited
J.

B. LAMY,

t.

CITY LOTS FOR SALE
DON DIEGO ADDITION.

-

$50.00 Down,

MILLINERY

Balance, $10,00 Per Month
1913 Taxes Paid.

Ginghams,
Egyptian Tissue 25c

i

Pretty, Dainty Patterns, only

MBS. W. LINDHARDT:

ENGLISH

125 Palace Ave

CORD

--

per yard.

THE NEW CLOTH,

MAN-BIRD-

t

1

.

Deed

Warranty

IN ALL

Conies in plain shades only, very stylish and servicable, only 35c yd.
airs. E. It. Wright wil not be at
home tomorrow.
County Commissioner Jose Ortiz y
TO BE "CAGED"
PHONE 180.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.
Pino is in the city on business.
FOR CROSSING BORDER.
Mrs. Francis C. Wilson of Buena
Vista Lomu, will not bi at home to- Berlin, .May .1 German
military
morrow.
aviators in the future will be punished
were
so
however, and movements
T".
.Manuel
Vigil, district
attorney by a minimum penalty of two wivUs'
small that the market could hardly
of Bernalillo county, is in the city on enforced rest should tliey cross a forINSURE WITH IIAYWARD AM) REST CONTENT.
::::
'
eign frontier in their aeroplanes or
was legal business,
tone.
Lack ol outside orders
'apparent in the narrowness of specu- - 'rll(' Ilewl' appointed Tinted States airships.
The war otlice issued an order to
lation, no transactions occurring dtir- - Marshall, A. H. Hudspeth, of White
this effect today declaring it was
ins the morning in several stocks ali. is ' tIie cit-- 011 business.
yisB Eve Wieutge, st.mographer in
by repeated instanced
which recently have been active.
tJio olhce of the superintendent
of; which the frontiers had been crosned
Honds were stead v.
instruction, lias returned tojund the result international misumior-- !
Sn,o inw nri,-i- t uiv Lw iw.ninil tn!'"'1'1'0
,,or
Bttor il 8hort i!l,,esfi- (luties
The army authorities will;
Handings.
iu
Wabe effected by the decline
the
DOES IT PAY? Look at the less on corner of Plaza for
Miss Elsie Clark of Santa
Cruz, accept no excuse for a violation of this
bash's new low records. The com-- j
s
which our companies ill REIMBURSE INSURED.
'
Mr.
Mrs.
lOlias
and
circuinst.viu-;whatever
Clark order,
may
mon sold at
and the preferred daughter of
the guest for a tew weeks of Miss muse It.
8
a
Missouri
Pacific reacted
'osics Hersch on Washington avenue.
Can't Cross This 'Border."
point and other .Southern and South-1.
western shares were less firmly held.
Mrs. .7. W. Xorment and the three ' Key West, Fla., May
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building Santa Fe, N. M.
was at a standstill in ilittle Misses Xonnenls Irl'i ihis morn-- : able weather conditions today prevent- other quarters.
ing for a trip to their old home in '1 the proposed attempt of Angus
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE, HAYWARD HAS IT.
::::
in a
All stocks had a manfestly easier Starkville, Mississippi,
where they tine Parla to
tone in the last, half of the session. will visit for several weeks.
from Key West to Havana.
and scattered
Absence of demand
Miss Elizabeth Hrown,
who has
liquidation of minor shares contrib- been visiting her sister. Mrs. K. K. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
uted to the market's depression.
MEET IN CONVENTION.
jAsplund
during the past winter)
The market closed weak, specula- months left Santa Fe
today for her
tive shares were offered more freely home in St.
Joseph, Missouri.
Washington, D. C, May 14. Dele- A
land the list surrendered practically
.1. R Mershon,
who! gates from
Mr.
and
Mrs.
states to the twelfth
j all
that it gained by yesterday's up-v- . have been
- j
relafriends
of
and
triennial
convention
the
can
PERCOLATORS
When you
and CHAFING
visiting
Supreme
buy
ii I'd spurt.
Liquidation of Pennsyl tives here, have gone to Denver where .Council of the Catholic
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
Knights of
vania, St. Paul preferred, the Wabash Mr. Mershon will engage in business, America abandoned serious
work
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," ail high-grad- e
and discouraging Steel trade reviews
Mershon is the daughter of Jus- - day and started on a round of recrea-ticchafing dishes, on which you can cook a
influenced bear selling.
Jose Maria Garcia of this city, ticn.
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
A pilgrimage to the tomb of WashVirgil Sparks left for Denver y ester- of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
MR. BURKE IS NAMED
day for the purpose of purchasing new ie.gton at Mt. Vernon followed by a
CHIEF POULTERER
stock to replace that lost in tite fire! dinner at a river resort were two of
SAN FRANCISCO
OF URUGUAY LAND. l.ist. week. Mr.
YONTZ,
Sparks expects to re-- ; the events on the program. The
about June 1, when he will ro- 'gates will be received by President
American is Selected to Look After open the old stand with an entire new Wilson tomorrow.
The business of
Hens of South American Republic outfit.
the council thus far has been trau- Which Has Imported U. S. Stock.
II f. and Mrs. Arthur Seiigman will sacted in executive session,
be at homfl to the members of the
Washington, D. C, May 14. The Santa Fe club and thei friends, Sat
HOWS THIS?
great American hen has made war urday, May 17th, from nine to eleven
way into the Platte country of South p m., at the club house on Washing We Offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any Case uf Catarrh That
America, according to information re- ton avenue, invitations for the same
W. A. WILLIAMS, - Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh
ceived today by the state department,
issued
having just been
today.
Cure.
which declares the government
of
The Rev. Father Estvelt, chaplain .. .. F. J. CMENKY & CO.,
Toledo, O.
Uruguay has just imported 600 hens
We, the undersigned, have known F.
for the improvement of the native
ill with a severe cold at St. Vincent's J.
ReHack
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
stock. The fowls are to be distribLines.
uted to experimental poultry stations. sanitarium, is out again. Father Est- believe him perfectly honorable in all
Rigs you
Alfonso Burke, an American, has velt, who is said to belong to a prom- - business transactions and financially;
been appointed chief poulterer of the inent Kttropean family, came to Amer- iable to carry out any obligations made!
SADDLE
AND
PONIES.
FOUR
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TWO
PROMPT SERVICE.
tea some months ago to take up mis- - by his firm.
Uruguayan republic.
in
Phone
southwest.
139. 310 San Francisco St.
the great
NATIONAL HANK OI COMMERCE,
jsionary work
Miss Agatha Shaw who resides at
Toledo. O.
v
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interSt. Vincent here lias gone to El Rito
Her nally, acting directly upon the blood
Jon a viHit to Mrs. Hamilton.
9t
fionest Advice to
early return ia anxiously looked for and mucous surfaces of the system.
Consumptives by her friends, both ladies and gen Testimonials sent freo Price 75 centBl
SiiniWimv t lie re exists a v;tt amount uf
tlemen; the latter look decidedly de- per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
flrepHHstn a to thu possibility uf fiirhig
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hut
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ii ml an
tiful weather and bright sunshine not- pation.
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S. S. Carroll and J. P. Monty re
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5
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I1U
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recoveries, one uf which follows:
If! II
Ph.
on bridges and roads, connected!
Susquehanna Ave.. 1'hlla..
jwork
We
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For two years I wns
"(Jontlemen
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that country
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nearly completed.
Management.
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ruary of VMV2, I was taken with n severe
Mrs. F. H. Morris, who lias been a
altaek of piKMinionia. When I reoftvered
New Cook and New Bill of Fare.
f
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinti
resident of Santa Fe for a
nutHeiontly to walk nbnut the house was
temporary
left with a frightful
eoimh,
number of months past, returned to
wliieh no nitlieiiKi I had taken cmihl
Clean
and
EverythingIt was at this time. .March. V.HY2,
her home in Santa Cruz on Tuesday
Well Cooked.
that I learned of and startrd taking
last with her children. It is the plan
In a short time
Keknuin's Alterative.
PRICES
my cotifdi was ffone find i was pronomieed
of Mr. and Mrs. Morris to make a
ARE RIGHT,
- - 1 16
M. O'CONNELL, Mgr.
well. Since that time I have had two
trip to Florida very soon for a visit p
Come and See.
slight attack of pneumonia and I have
to
a
resorted to no ohcr medicine
effect
with Mr. Morris' mother whom he has
cure.
MRS. EDYTH WILLIAMS,
not seen for a number of years.
"I arn at present tit excellent health and
feel that as hmj? as I can obtain
Sheriff Julius Meyers, of Torrance
Alterative. I have no fear if
I cannot srionk
county, who has been in the capital oxnjnrinjifmnnru-uTj-iinnriTjTrimirtrftoo highly for
the u:ood It has done."
for several days on account of the illKLOTS?.
llbWAltn h.
(Signed
ness of Mrs. Meyers, who was taken qj in lxiuuxruiru injTjuuvuuuTjuxrrLrv.
Feknian's Alterative is effective in Itron-ehis. A si limn. Hay IVver : Throat and
to St. Vincent's Sanitarium for treat-- fj
I. uiiK Troubles, and In upbuilding
the
mpnt rfitnrna tnHnv with fiH lpvers
system. Docs not contain poisons, opiates
DISTRIBUTOR OF
or
driiys. Ask for honklet
to their home in Estancia, the latter
tellinu' of recoveries ntid write to
benefitted
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been
more
by
having
greatly
"t.aboiatory, Philadclpltfa. Pa., for
For s;ile by nil lending1 rinifrgtara
treatment received at the sanitarium,
BUD
IN BOTTLES
by Zook's Pharnacy in Santa Fe and able to go home at this time.
J. J. Davidson, who has been a resiManufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
dent of Santa Fe for the past nine
water. Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
years, is leaving this week for El35 J
TELEPHONE
Santa Fe, New Mex.
is
rice
in
the
which
ton, Louisiana,
GG. section,
H.
KAUNE
and where his son, E. C.
M"r.
Davidson, has a plantation.
was
from
Davidson
Indiana,
formerly
Where Quality Governs the Price
and is going to the south land to live,
Until he gets located, Mrs. Davidson
and Price the Quality
will remain here and join him later.
Frank Staplin, H. B. Cartwright and
J W, Mayes went over to Pajarito
Park this week and looked over the
Ite not a new idea, but ons
inRamon Vigil land grant, which
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N. B. LAUGHLIN,

(Owing to the great Interest manl
fested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican requests Its readers to
send in by mail (a postcard will do)
or by telephone (call "31") items of
this column.
By doing so the readers will confer a favor on the New
ComMexican and on their friends.
munications sent by mail should bear
the signature of the writer).
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really productive.
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difference. Let us show you samples.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
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Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
April 9. 1913.
Notice is hereby given that the
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of his intention to make final proof L
support of his claim under Sections 16
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
(26 Slats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N.
SI., on May 20th, viz: Fortino Castillo
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Organized

in 1870.

the teat of a bank's endurance and etrength.
determine Ita adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to presenle

Growth

Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
playing, trap shooting and all out door sports come to Valley Ranch. Two and three rom bungalows with bath,
Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
one and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Yours?

RATES

$5.00
I2.5B

NET PROFITS, $250,0

The Oldest Bank in the State.

President
General Manager
Editor
....Associate Editor

Daily, per year, by mill
Dally, tlx months, by mall
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President.
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change
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Confer with our officer In regard to your bankl.ig
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for? Just to satisfy the craving of the people to see a notorious character the feast from the balcony this
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Raalm t Galisteo. N. M.
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A Boston man left $23,000 to his wife's next husband,
Juan Baca, Placldo Lopes, of Leyla,
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listen to the "feast of reason and Cow brine results. Try it
make it easy lor her to get one.
N. M, Aatonio VUlanuera,
(Continued on page seven).
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Blood Poison
On The Run
Remarkable Remedy 1M Drives Every Particle
of PoSsea tapkidy Gut cf Yeas
Esttire System.
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will only guarantee tho milk. It is a
plain business proposition of turning
liny into milk, niilli into cheese, which
f.oi'8 to the market and brings hark to
the farmer good moiipy for his efforts.
As there is but u limited Held for the
product locally, the successful operation of such a factory would mean th.i
bringing into San Jmiu county of mucn
oiitsido money, which would help a little. It cannot bo considered a wildcat
scheme, for it will bring results as
hoon as the product is made. Fartr-ingto-

MASCMC.
Montezuma
No. 1, A. F.

i

Lodge
& A. M.

FOR RKNT FurninUed front room.
Regular communication flret Monday Fiano for sale, mi Don Caspar.

Enterprise.

of each month at
Lost A ('orhiii Lock Key. Reward
at
Hall
Masonic
New Mexican.
for return to X. V. 55.
7:30.
E. R. PAUL, W. M.
FOR RKNT Modern house, an"
CHAS. E. UNNEY, Secretary.
l'uri!ii-:lic102 Chapelle St.
house.
Santa Fe Chapter No
P'a" for Sale In first class condi-ci1, R. A. M.
Regular
" I'etwcen 2 and 4 p. m. 107
vocation'
second
Monday of each moDtb Washington avenue.
at Masonic Hall at
TO RENT In the Diaz building, on
M0 p. m.
MsvwaJ
office
bide of plaza,
went
A.
J.
massii:,
looms overlooking park.
H
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
Secretary.
Wanted Teams for hauling lumber.
Santa Be Commanflerj Ishort distance. Good wages. Santa
No. 1, K. T. Kegulai ;Fe Lumber and Transfer Co.
conclave fourth Mod
For fly screens, screen doors or joh
day in each month at
Masonic Hall at 7:30 '"irpenter woik phone 173 W.
furnished.
guaranteed.
p. m.
WIOSLEY O. CON'NKR, JR E. C.
FOU RENT Rooms for men. Tfewly
V. E. GlilFB'IN. Recorder.
use of
Hot water heat,
furnished.
r
library. Mrs. A. E. P. Robinson
Santa Fe Lode of
270.1.
Tel.
and
Johnson.
Giant
deNo. i, 11th
gree. Ancient and AcNUTATION WANTBil) A compecepted Scottish Rite ol
on tent, experienced
B'ree Masonry meets
lady stenographer
in both English and Spanish, deeires
in tho New position in New Mexico or Arizona.
in
, . ,
v m!l
Has had ten years
ih
experience in
'
liest
references. Ad-- j
Masons are cordially invited to attend. jOld .Mexico,
dress P. O. Box fit; 8, Denver, Colo.
13. C. ABBOTT, 32,
j
Venerable Master
TYPEWRITERS
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. Nw
platens furnished. Ribbons and sub-- I
P. O. E.
Santa Fe LodgeNo plies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
Standard niakPs handled,
P, O. E. land tented.
46U, B.
holds its regular All repair work and typewriters guar-- -j
Santa Fe Typewriter ExicsKlon on the sec anteed.
fourth change, Phone 231 W.
and
ond
Wednesday cf eacb
1 inn
INSTRUCTIO- N- B;nglish and Span- V i
month
lessons by mail by ex- brothers are invii- ish short-haniperienced teacher, ten years in
ed and welcome,
'i
City; and who is coming to your
DAVIIOS,
EDWARD
Jelly to establish a shorthand school
Exalted Ruler,
y
C. H. WILSON, soon. Address, Mrs. A. M. L.
ron. 1232 California St., Denver, Colo.
l

"The Family Friend"

THE OLD BATTLE
IS RAGING AGAIN

O

oieyMoneyTae

CONTAINS NO OPIATES
(From The McDonald .News.)
For
Ail
'
HOMER, GA., Mrs. J. N. HilJ
There seems to be a scope oi counthe merits of Foley's Honey and
e
some
miles
twenty-fivnomnvest
try
says: "I cheerfully testify to
ol McDonald which is being occupied
Tar Compound, having used It
by both cow men and sheep men, i,iid
in my family
for years and
thereby hangs u tale.
1
recommended It to my neighNot long since, a man named
find it always cures our
bors.
WhituUcr, who had in charge u herd
colds and prevents
and
coughs
of sheep belonging to Jennings, while
have five children and
croup.
jcMnping one d;iy, was approached by
it is all they ever take for colds.
a man named Pitts, a cowman, aid
be without
not
We vould
cidered to vacate the range. WhitaUi v
and Tar ComHoney
Foley's
and
Pitts made threats.
refused,
pound In the house and can not
Whilaker defied Pitts, whereupon Pitts
say too much for it."
jumped off his horse and attacked
CAPITAL PHARMACY.
Whitaker with a branding .iron he had
tied to his saddle. He is said to have
knocked Whitakcr senseless. A small
S? U
simply astonishing the wny eontngiauc prrmi scatter and
' '
goou ami
great irregularis, u
i'""'leave your blood ciuan and pure.
boy, being near, came into tile ga'iie behaves for a short time before again number in this country, to bo educated
by some means, and was knocked foiling into error. That is
what side by side witli our children, in thr
Poison in the Mood
to breuk end the first thin;? they do is to throw down
,. ,just ,
,,,
Pitts a time or two. Whitak,; oi.in.a
erratic old timepiece mil
i. I iiuuin
jthat
tii, (io tin inuiiruiuii! nu
i'nuiii
out inli) the most unsightly sores, boi!:i, themselves into tho clutches of thoso cr can bynot tell how
remained
lie
long
ago.
gestion.
abscesses and ulcers, but since tho who t::ke all their money, fill their
The boy did not recover
and arteries with Mercury, lodido insensible.
introdui'tlf.n of S. S. P. thnre is no
"And she would consider that to per-Three weeks ago, afier this clock
till the following morning. Whilaker
more trouble. Ami even If it is only of potash, Arsenic or other mineral
13
struck
when it should have mit freedom of social intercourse, he-Jento
the
matter
a slight attack It would eventually
Jennings.
and practically wreck their lives. reported
struck one, it was investigated and tweon Japanese men and the youug
S. S. S. will give your blood a commean loss of hair, loose teeth, sore
nings instructed Whitaker to remove admonished to behave better in the women of America an
insulting sugovercome
the
mucous
hie herd to another part of the range,
Rums,
patches, copper splotches plete bath, purify it,
Until today il obeyed and gestion. It will be time to talk of ofand the most intense doKruo of agony, danger ilono by mineral drugs, sootho while he, Jennings, took personal future.
tho proper hour at the pro- fering freedom of our guarded and
If S. S. S. were not used. Of course and strengthen your stomach ond in
of another herd, and toon this proclaimed
time.
some cases of Contagious Blood Poison every way restore you completely. Your charge
cherished homes to the Japanese when
per
the
to
herd
grounds formerly occupied
do not exhibit the extreme superflcial blood will be rich, red and pure and
But at the precise hour of one the Japanese have our ideals of what
to
view
a
maintainwith
effect but the trouble is they are opt will stand tho most rigid blood test. by Whitaker
o'clock that gay deceiver hammered such a home ought to be."
to do so in just a day. The eyesight Get u bottlo of S. S. S. at any drug1 ing his rights to graze there, and, is out 12 strokes. At two o'clock II!
fades, the hair falls out, the bones store and begin to cure yourself at said, to reason it out with Pitts in case more were sent forth and the. same
become ulcerated, a thousand and one once. For a book on Blood Poison or he appeared.
At last accounts Pitis
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
at three and four
fierce, unsightly symptoms er.suc and for private advice, write to the Medical had not appeared, b'.it those famili ir thing happened
then there can be no question as to Dept., The Swift Specific Co., 146 Swift with the circumstance and tlx range o'clock.
De Vargas
Naturally, hubby was fooled and
the nature of the disease.
Bhlg., Atlanta, Ga. This is one of the
It is very unfortunate that so many greatest private laboratories in tho were in hourly fear of a killing.to Pitts, thought it only midnight. He might
G. V. Prichard, City.
were
so
liava
we
claims
informed,
sufferers lose ull nerve, all self control. world.
be out yet if that clock had not
.1. G. B'oot, New York.
the range leased, while Jenaings changed tactics. At seven o'clock 2'!
C. J. Alalone, St. Louis,
claims he has not.
booming strokes went forth, and it
(.'has. R. Kehrman, St. Louis.
It does seem peculiar that such con- entirely forgot eight o'clock. Later
H. (1. Miller, Denver.
flicts should arise. Certainly the leaso in the day it went back to first prinJ. L. Jones, Wichita, Kans.
could emanate from but one source, ciples and again struck 12 on each
M. b Melrose, Aurura, 111.
and word from that source ought to hour.
11. R. Townley, Memphis, Tenn.
A
letter
put an end to all disputes.
Then it got tired of the whole busiMontezuma.
ered the roof was in (lames, and al- - from Slate
Big Ranch Sold.
Commissioner ness and
Land
lCdna Green, B:stancia.
simply quit the job.
excellent
an
made
the
boys
Ki vien, to a citizen of that neighborL. B:. Booker has contracted for lhe though
P. J. MacNamara, New York.
sale of his Alamo Hueco ranch, near, "in, they were unable to save the hood seems to indicate that no land
W. R. Austin, Wichita.
i
However, they protected has been selected there as yet by the 'THE LITTLE BROWN
,ntv- Mivifn building.
A Hayward, Las Vegas.
MAN" IN LIMELIGHT.
Ironi thp t......
nmps '
icn,hhMriiip' hnitanR .......
to C. K. Warren for $70,000 cash. ,ru..
state, for the reason that it must first
lu;i"l,n"u"""o
A. B. Williams, Denver.
and
the
was
house
The
Kl
unoccupied,
of
Newman Investment company
be surveyed and the survey approved,
K. Tompkins, Albuquerque.
(Continued from page six.)
Paso made the deal. This is one cf only explanation for the fire that and this approval has not taken place.
Mr. Shipley, Albuquerque.
roof
seems
the
possible is that
caught
the largest ranches in that section and
This is the second or third case as 23,131,207; of this number, 7.5S7,-f7General Easley, City.
from a spark thrown by a train.
is considered a valuable property.
where trouble has ueen bred by the
are between the ages of fifteen and
Ralph Easley, City.
Pecos
News.
Valley
City Enterprise.
very same cause. It would seem that thirty-five- ,
Mrs. A. L. Leeson, City.
or roughly the age when
if the state land commisioner would the Eastern woman is
atJ. H. Saul, Rochester. N. Y.
physically
Bridge Improvement.
Hurt at Ball Game.
advertise the reserved lands more tractive. One writer claims that there
Louis Rosenthal, Albuquerque.
The county road board is making promptly and more definitely, the pub- are
William Reed, the son of V. T.
K. Mynott, Salt Duke.
500,000 public prostitutes and at
Carlsbad-on
the
material
improvements
lic would be saved such embarrass least 1,000,000
Reed, of this city, was quite painfully
J. Fielding, City.
procuresses; Ihe total
road, which is in reality ment. And if the United Slates land
hurt while watching a game of base Malaga
W. C. Beall, Albuquerque.
women
such
is
of
1,400,000,
probably
Roswell-Carls-ball at Fireman's park, last Saturday a continuation of the
onlce at Roswell would furnish the pa- - ar.d if to this,
G. BMtch, Socorro.
James
about
500,000
again,
afternoon. The bat slipped out of the oaa roaa. AH me woouen onuses n.,rH h,.ni,nnt the cniintv with Ene- Geisha be added the
U. Vigil, Albuquerque.
Manuel
complete
grand
batter's hand, striking William a which span the irrigation ditches be cific details as to where there is yet total cannot be short of
F. E. Clarke, Albuquerque,
nearly 2,000,- terrific blow above the left eye, cut- tween town and the lower end of the lat.d which may be homesteaded, this ooo.
E. P. Thornton. El Paso.
ting' a deep gash, which required a project 'are' being replaced with con- r also would certainly serve a good
J. D. Eckin, Albuquerque.
"If
woman
the
American
thirty-foube
knew
will
that
culverts.
crete
There
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He
close.
number of stitches to
C. E. Rorniek, Denver.
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some
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to
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a
European.
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across
Cass
flnd
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Draw,
temp)es
nauy
surgeon who pronounced it a very narJ. P. Perkins, Denver.
mill belonging to John D. Graham, a
Japan offered easy virtue to every
row escape from a permanent injury tend twenty feet across the roadway,
H. J. Mendenhall, El Pneo.
cowman who lives at Lovington.
traveler and pilgrim so disposed; and
to the eye. The young man seems to be four feet high and ten feet wide.
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Galisteo.
that the sale of herself by tho woman,
be doing very well and it Is hoped no The draw is used as a spillway at
D. R. Judy, Birmingham,
Ala.
also carries a large amount RUSTV HOOK AND A
to relieve family necessities, is looklasting scar will result. Carlsbad Cur- times, andwater.
F. L. Harry, Los Angeles.
a
to
within
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a
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upon as
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time ago the draw has always been
thousands of Japanese households; if
and
an
has
open ford,
frequently
Cantaloupe Association.
BIGGEST TROUT fche could see the whole Japanese at- Work for frm New arexican.F it is
for Santa
titude toward this question, both at working fct
and
The Gem Cantaloupe association of made trouble in times of high water.
Carlsbad Argus.
home and abroad, she would consider the new state
Portales has been formed with Carl
14.
One
Mich., May
Dowagiac,
Mueller as president, W. E. Brown,
year old Stanley Rowe of this city
Alamogordo Will Celebrate.
secretary. The directors are J. D.
Scott B. Williams writes Guthrie has proved himself the Champion
.Tobe, J. L. Brown and II. Heinsie.
CECIL. ETC.. FOR HIS NAME!
BLAME
trout firsherman of South Western
This association will make a capacity Smith, secretary of the Alamogordo
the largest
of the Portales Gem cantaloupe. This Fourth of July committee, that Cloud- - Michigan by catching
OF A FELLOW AT ALL!
HE
speckled specimen ever landed in this
is a new cantaloupe.
It ia said there croft will not put on a celebration section
of the State.
tackle
Stanley's
our
of
this
year,
Independence day
were but one and a fourth pound of
naoil In avlafanna ll..Aa vnara cm an d but will helD Alamogordo to make her wos of the most primitive variety, con
of a pine stick less than a yard
(By Oliver P. Newman.)
the need sold for one dollar per. A celebration of the day a success. This Bitting
it- length, a
Washington, D. C, May 14. Sir
piece of cotton string, and
commission representative from Kan- - decision by the Business Men's club
K. C. M.
Cecil Arthur Spring-Rice- ,
cu,
rtevwuioims
sas City was present at their meeting or mouacrott leaves Alamogordo tue
G.
to
school
he
Pine
in
town
will
repaired
which
hours,
the
country
with
only
jtei
made
was
a
deal
and satisfactory
Now, don't go and get mad about
him for handling the entire output at have a "dolus" and it can be said at Creek, north of the city, impaled athis time the committee in charge wriggling worm on the end and drop- him just because you don't like his
a fancy price. Portales Herald.
are working hard to get the arrange- ped it into a deep hole under the bank name. He was no more responsible
ments completed so a definite pro- he was rewarded by a sudden strike. for it than you are for your own
About Oil.
can be announced. An immense
gram
The boy knew it must be a trout as cognomen. It was wished on him.
sitThere is no change in the oil
The fact is that he's a regular fellow,
uation this week. The work of drill- barbecue is assured beeves from the ho had caught them from this same
s
our kind of a lively,
Baird, Lee, McNew and Rutherford spot before, but he no idea of landing about
ing is going steadily on, and hopes are flocks and a
democratic chap that
pony race will be a monster which he had hocked. The straight-talking- ,
entertained that the great oil pool scheduled.
The
fireworks
display fif h kept him busy for nearly fifteen you'd meet up with in a smoking car
which underlies the valley somewhere
the
minutes before it was tried out and and discourse with concerning
will be struck by one or more of the will be very elaborate. Other attracin- Cobb
of
are
relative
and
tions
being
Ty
for,
to
ability
arranged
his
hitting
a
land.
As
reward
for
'bought
now
at work.
rigs
and Home Run Baker, and
cash prizes, to be announced
It would only require a few min teresting
piowess Stanley was presented with
utes of our time and a little: pencil soon, had ought to bring many con- a trout basket by a local druggist who ambassador extraordinary and miniswork to tell our readers of ten and testants to the county seat on the big had offered it as a prize for the largest ter plenipotentiary from Great Brittruot caught, and in addition he was ain to the United States.
fifteen feet oil gushers, and hundred July day. Alamogordo
The first thing Sir Cecil Arthur
barrel wells, but as there is nothing of
'given a fine trout rod, reel, line, hooks,
Spring-Rice- ,
K. C. M. G., said when
sinkers, and bait box.
this kind in the valley yet, and as the
A Cheese Factory.
The trout was a very fine specimen, he dropped off the train in Washing
Progress always tells what it believes
Gentlemen, Farmington uas oome weighing one pound nine and one half ton the other day to begin the job of
to be true, we will leave these
stories for those who can live members within the municipality. ounces and measured sixteen inches ambasBing was, "Who's going to pitcli
St. Michael and St. George." Later
today?"
tell them without a blush of shame. The latest development which gives ia length.
Lakewood Progress.
Spring-Ricauthority for the statement is the new
A peculiar circumstance connected
(and that's what every- he was authorized to write it "K. C.
plan being proposed by one J. S. Palm- with this catch is that all the anglers body calls him down here) knows his M. G.," which means he's a "Knight
Fire From Train Spark.
er to commence the operation of a from this neighborhood were at the little old United States and is crazy Commander St. Michael and St.
A frame building
formerly owned cheese factory. Mr. Palmer will him- trout streams before daylight the about it. He was secretary of the George," which is the top rung of the
here when Lord diplomatic ladder in England.
by the Joyce Pruit company, but late- self put $300 into such an institution minute the law was out and fished British embassy
It is reliably reported that Spring-Ricly sold by them to a man named if he can but secure contracts for milk erergetically with the finest of equip- Pauncefote was ambassador. He and
wrote the famous
Evans, of Lake Arthur, was burned to fiom the owners of at least 75 cows.
ment, joined rods, etc., but it remain- Teddy Roosevelt were chums then,
the ground Monday night. It waB loThe cheese business is one that the ed for little barefooted lad in knicker- Roosevelt being assistant secretary
treaty, by which Uncle Sam and
cated in the southeast part of town, farmers should help along, for it bockers to show them the game. Thus of the navy and civil service com- John Bull agreed that Uncle Samuel
near the railroad. When first di32ov- - means money in their pockets it they Stanley proved that there are more missioner. They used to walk, ride could dig the Panama ditch. Of
than one "fish rod" factory in Dowa- and tennis together from morn to course, Secretary of State John Hay
and British Ambassador Pauncefote
giac, as his was a pine one whittled night, and that was when Spring-Ricwere supposed to get up the docu-- !
out with a jack knife from a hoard, learned to love America.
Now he's back here as ambassador ment, but the knowing
ones say
and that while "Heddon's Dowagiac"
was really the boy who
baits are known the country over, that himself, and he hasn't changed a bit. Spring-RicTHERE Is a time above all times when a
a pocket full of worms "'11 land 'em." He has turned out a grayish Van put the treat in the treaty. Know- IF woman
should be in perfect physical condition
He is the happiest kid in Cass Dyke beard since then, his hair is a ing ones also say that's the reason
little grayer, and a little thinner on he's been sent back now when we're
H is the tiroe previous to the coming of her babe.
County.
top, but his heart is unchanged. He's right in the midst of a misunder- During this period many women suffer from headache,
sleeplessness, pains of various description, poor appetite,
as tickled about being back in Wash- standing with England over that very
and a host of other ailments which should be eliminated in
ammmmmmmmmmmm
CLOCK
ington as a kid getting back to grand- - document. If that's true, it's consider
Justice to the new life about to be ushered into this world.
of a cinch that the difficulty will
pa's farm for vacation.
MARRIED MEN When he was here before he was able
be straightened out without
much
just plan Mr. Cecil Arthur Spring-Rice- . loss of sleep on either side, for
-St. Louis, May 14. Hearken, all ye
is a great little fixer.
He's had that "Sir" tacked on Spring-RicIs a scientific medicine carefully compounded by an experienced and skillful
wives.
Spring-Rice'- s
is the best job of am- in front and those letters hooked on
angered
physician, and adapted to the needs .and requirements ol woman's delicate
system. It has been recommended tor over forty years as a remedy for those
It was the fault of the city hall behind because he's been doing such bassing Great Britain has to pass
peculiar ailments which make their appearance during "the expectant"
clock: honest to goodness It was.
is made easier by its use. Thousands of women have
cracking good work for the foreign out. It pays the modest salary of
Kriod. Motherhood
by this great medicine.
That clock deceived and betrayed offlce that the king couldn't overlook $50,000 a year and provides a palatial
Your druggist can supply you in liquid or tablet form, or you can send
hubby the lateness of the hour. Of him when it came to passing out hon- - home for the ambassador. It is al- SO
stamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Frescriotion
course, his excuse sounded ridiculous, 0rs. And those additions are some ways the center of social activity in
Tablets, to Dr. Pierce, at Invalids' Hotel and Surgical institute, Puifala.
but he was telling the truth for once, honors.
They mean .'more to him the capital and is expected to be par- As a clock proper that timekeeper than "Colonel" to a Kentucky states-ove- r tictilarly so now because of Lady
It Is your priviledge to write to Dr. Pierce for advice, and it will be gladly
tho legislative halls is eminent man. First, he was given the honor Spring-Rice- ,
who will arrivo in a few
given tree or cnargc. ut course au communications are confidential.
0f writing "C. M. G." after his name, weeks with her daughter, Betty, and
ly respectable and reliable.
After it deceives the populace with which meant he was
"Commander her son, Anthony.
J
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Camp
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meets second Tues
x
Repairer Qf Watches
fillditv i;ien
and Clocks. Engraving.
cial meeting third
at Fire-Tuesday
man's Hall. Visit- With J. H. Blain, San Francisco St.
Ing neifciioors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER. Consul.
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A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
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All

visiting

Knights are most
cordially invited.
A. P. HILL, C, C.
A. REINGARDT, K. of R. and S.
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., April
9, 1913.

Notice is hereby given that Hiram
Bennett, of Stanley, N. M., who, on
March I8th, 1907, .made Homestead
Entry 04042 No. 10906. for NE
Section 26. Township 11 N., Range
B N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
r
of intention to make
proof,
to establish claim to the land abova
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, U.
S. Commissioner, at Stanley, N. M., on
May 20, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jerry Bennett, M. L. Robertson, J.
H. Cantwell, J. II. Slane. all of Stan
ley, N. M
MANUEL R OTERO,
Register.
SI

five-yea-

A. T., & S. F. R'Y
TIME TABLE

g

TAIDS

Calls
prom ply attended day or night.
18-1-

one-tent- h

dr. pierce s FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
Practices in all the District Co'irW
and gives special attention to case
boforo the State Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Bldg., Santa Fe, N. St.

PHYSICAN and SURGEON,
evening at o'clock
in Odd
Fellows
Rooms 9 Laughlin Bldjr.
Hall.

nine-tenth-

STRIKES 13.

17-1- 8

Pythias meets
every Monday C. C. GUNTER, M. D.,
8

.

e

.

. Chas, R. Easley,
Chas. F, Eaelcy,
EASLEY & EA3LEY.
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
F. W. FARMER
and befor
Courts
in
the
Practice
No,
Homestead
Land Department.
2879, Brother
Land grants and titles examined.
hood of AmeriSanta Fe, N. M., branch Office, Esttui-cia- ,
can Yoemen,
N. M.
Meets second
and fourth MoDR. W. HUME BROWN,
ndays of the
Dentist
month at the
Over Spitz Jewelry Stor.
Fireman's Hall.
Rooms 1, 2 and 8.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
Phone Red 6.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
Office Hour g a. m. to 5 p
And by Appointment.
Santa B'e Lodge
No. 2, Knights of

e

That Wonderful Event

AT-LAW-

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
wity uauii uuiiaing,
Rooms
Sinta B"e, New Mexico.

I

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA
Lodge No. 251), holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. m
Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
BENITO ALAR1D, President.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

1

e

ATTORNEYS

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2, I. o. o F.

Santa Fe Lodgf
meets
regularly
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hull, Visiting broth
erg always welcome.

9

e

r

PROFESSIONAL

rinf

e

j
;

j

j

J. TIMMS,

Fe

Santa

NEWS OF THE STATE

El

I

Effective January 1st, 1913.
Leave Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:10 p.
m.

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:30 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Valley points.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 6:05 p.
No. 3

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso sleeper, also No.
4 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe 8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9 westbound.
Returning,

arrive Santa Fe 12:30

a. m.

Call "Central" for Train

Reports.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior, V. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., May
10, 1913.

Notice Ib hereby given that Nestor
Callcgos, of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
May 4th, 190S, made Homestead Entry
No.
i,
for SW
SB
SB
SW
Sec. JO, NK
NW
NW
Section 15, Township
VR
10, N., Range 12 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
Five Year Troof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
the Registe rand Receiver U. S. Land
Office, at Santa Fe, N. M on the 16tb
day of ,Inn, 191 3.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Teodoro Tapia,
Rosendo
Tapia.
Manrlcio Tapia, Juan Gonzales, all of
M.
Galisteo. ,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
14ns-064.'!.r-

4

4

4

4

It will not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal
form
when you can get them already prtnt- ed at the New Mexican Printing con
pany.
New Mexican Want
bring results. Try it

Ads

always
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NEW MEXICAN

WEDNESDAY,. MAY 14, 1913.
which will be given ot te Elks theatre
Friday and Saturday evening, May 1C

F. ANDREWS OFFICIAL NEWS.
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Another Carload of
"EMPRESS FLOUR."

from

'the

e

BIG DRIVE

;

MISS A. MUGLER

j

Try Our Auto Delivery Service.

PtorcNoANDREWS

derived

The proceeds

17,

IN MILLINERY,
of
lout the assistance and
comity commissioners ami, con-thversely, (here are road matters as to lows; Downstairs, 25c balcony, 55c.
Especially on Untrimmed Hats
which the powers renminii'K with the
Lost A t'orbin Ixick Key Reward SHAPES Of LATEST PATTERNS INCLUDED
satif:-hacommissioners
cann it be
county
for return to X. Y. Z.
New Mexican.
CELSO LOPEZ,
f.ictorily exercised without the as- Get a powerful insect killer that
or the wunty road noaras. Bearcne8 out every noo)ti
Rout tne
inquirer:
Mayor of the City of Santa Ke.
May loth,
Attest:
Any hostility between the two hoards buK3 jn (ne rgi,t way book's insect
Mrs. A. A. nine, Estaneia, X. M.
would probably result in no progress Killer is fine.
FA C UNDO ORTIZ. Clerk.
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
Dear Madam -- have just received being made in the county where such
Canon Parties Popular With the
your letter of the 9th Inst., In which conditions might prevail.
arrival of fairly warm weather visitYours very truly,
you say that your town has lesa than
ors
and residents of the city are ret. A dance will be given for the
three hundred inhabitants but is incorFRANK W. CLANCY.
preparing for .picnics up the canon. brneflt of the band at the armory Satand
two
and
has
General.
saloons;
Attorney
porated
One of the most popular
is up urday night.
Found Guilty of Robbing the Mail. the Santa Fe canon, where trips
you ask how to go about getting them
the scenic
A aood chamois is known by its
-- ISout of existence, suggesting that they
James D. Harris and Charles White visions rival those of Switzerland. An-thickness and uniform cut. Try one
were found guilty In the federal court other
might go out automatically.
trip much in favor with eqites' of Zook's good chamois for all house
!
I suppose that you have been mis- last night on the two specifications in trians is Tesuque canon, where also
needs.
led by a publication in some of the the charge, first of conspiring to rob the delights of a murmuring stream, cleaning
LOST A bunch of keys. Finder
newspapers, about the time of the the United States mail and second luxuriant vegetation
and gorgeous please return to J. V. Conway or Now
mail.
in
United
States
close of the legislature, that an act
robbing the
scenery spread themselves out for the Mexican office.
had been passed prohibiting saloons The jury went out yesterday after- explorer.
Santa Foan
A Familiar Sight A
in places with less than three hun- noon and returned a verdict last night
FOR RENT Newly furnished room was seen rushing out of the post ofI think that there at six o'clock of guilty. Sentence has
dred population.
down town. Bath, electric lights, fice yesterday and returning in a few
was a bill introduced in the legisla- not yet been pronounced.
heat. Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
minutes, his face showing unmistakBe
Soon.
Built
to
Sewer
but
State
a
ture containing such
provision,
able
The
Parcel
Post
Rumors
that
the
signs of annoyance. Suddenly he
of
the
W.
Capia
chairman
J.
Mayes,
it does not appear to have become
a shout of joy. "I have them,"
in
has
gave
postal
department
Washington
announces
custodian
committee,
law. The only limitation of that kind tol
decided to abandon th policy of de- l'e exclaimed, as he pulled his ring
is the one to be found in Chapter 115 that the state sewer for the capitol
of valuable keys from the box lock In
of the Laws of 1905, which is care- building and the governor's mansion, livering packages by parcel post met
denial this morning. "We ex- which he had left his thin key. "It
prompt
has
soon.
The
be
survey
will
15
of
begun
Section
Chapfully preserved by
of keys lost
ter 78 of the laws of the last session already been made under direction of pect to have appropriations which is astonishing the number
said
a
around
us
enable
will
to
this
office,"
all
deliver
postal embe
will
sewer
The
parcels
state
were
acts
the
Two
engineer.
of the legislature.
be
because
too
which
boxare
"It
for
people are
lock
may
the
follow
will
ploye.
large
and
75
lour
miles long
about
passed, one of which is Chapter
es or are inconvenient to carry un- eo intent on the. Jotters they receive
and the other Chapter 78, relating to the course of the Santa Fe river.
one's
arm," said Postmaster from home that they forget everything
the liquor traffic, each of which is a When it is beiug finished the capitol der
"Instead of else.''
local option law, the first applicable custodian committee will permit the Pflueger this morning.
WANTED A good housekeeper to
to any incorporated city or town and city of Santa Fe to connect with it at abandoning the delivery of parcels
the
to
intends
its
ccok
of
lor 8 young men and take care
be
postoffice
will
which
improve
in
certain
great
of
points,
outside
the other to districts
of house. Good wages. Address Ber- delivery system."
JUST THINK WHAT
corporated places. It will be neces- benefit in some ways to the municipal- present
No
No Music The First Regi- nalillo Mercantile Co., Bernalillo, N.
sary, in order to have the saloons in ity. The last legislature appropriat- ment Pay,
an abundance of pleasure you could
band held a meeting last night Im.
your town abated, to proceed in the ed j!9,000 for its construction.
have with a Kodak not only now,
to
ided
Sunday-eveninand
discontinue the
,der
Divorce Case Disposed Of.
manner prescribed in Chapter 75.
concerts after the two remainbut for practically the rest of your
NOTICE
The divorce case of Esquipula Ta- i
Yours truly,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
life.
jfey a versus Cerilla Tafoya was heard ing concerts of this month unless the Tc All Contractors, Builders, Cement
in the district, court before Judge Ab- chamber of commerce or the business
Workers.
General.
The Camera will never get to be
Attorney
Tafoya men take the matter up and devise
Esquqipula
Notice is hereby given that bids
Decision as to Bridge Jurisdiction. bott yesterday.
a
thing of the past.
means
Cerilla
for
the
sued his wifo, and she,
Tafoya,
for the music will be received for the building and
Attorney General Clancy has hand- entered a cross bill. Judge Abbott that the band ispayment
sub- censtruction of certain
The
and
furnishing.
involved down the following opinion,
gave Mrs. Tafoya a divorce and cus- scription last month amounted to only other improvements in and aboui
ing county commissioners' jurisdiction
f
of what it was last the. Plaza in the city of Santa Fe; said
tody of tha child, and instructed Es $73, just
over bridges:
to pay her $10 per month for year at this time. It is up to the peo-pl- bids to be submitted in
quipula
1913.
writing to
12,
May
SANTA FE, N. M,
of the minor child,
to say whether they will sub- Mayor or City Clerk of said city of
H. B. Jamison, Assistant District At- the maintenance
also to pay cost of the suit and scribe to this cause and have music or Santa Fe within 20 days from date
and
torney,
the attorney fees. J. H. Crist repreAlbuquerque, New Mexico.
sented the husband and E. P. Davies
Pear Mr. Jamison:
the wife.
I have received your letter of the
Trial Judge Doesn't Favor Clemency.
ilOth inst. in which you say that the
Governor McDonald was seen today
County Commissioners have requested relative to commuting the sentence of
you to give them an opinion as to Nemecio Delgadillo.
The governor
whether or not the jurisdiction over said that
had come to him as
nothing
for
and
for
construction
bridges, both
yet that would justify his interferon
maintenance and repair, has been re- iu
the case. Only today he received
stored to them by Chapter 82 of the rrom
Herbert F. Raynolds, who
Laws of 191", and you say lhat you was Judge
the trial judge and heard the case
would appreciate my opinion on the
stating that lie, Reyonlds, would not
subject.
pr, on record as favoring clemency ,
?,2 of the Laws of 1913 is,
Decision on the Saloon Question,
Owing to a misunderstanding of
law regarding tins establishment
of saloons In towns of Iws than 300
inhabitants, Attorney General I'luticy
written tlie following letter to an

JUST RECEIVED

nd

this play will be given to Rev. Father
Bessett, of Guadalupe church, to defray some of the expenses incurred In
the construction of his new rectory.
The prices of admission are as fol-

hereof; said work is to be done In accordance with the plans and speciflca-tious- ,
which are on file and may be
examined either at the office of the
City Clerk, Facnndo Ortiz, at Winters'
Grocery store in said city of Santa
Fe, or at the office of Mayor Lopez,
a! Sellgman Bros. Company's store in
the said city of Santa Fe. Right to
reject any and all bids is reserved.
Dated this 13th day of May, li;i.

j
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Cut Flowers
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Santa Fe Hardware

&

Supply Co.

Chapter
of Chapsubstantially, a
ter 11 of the Laws of 1S99, with some
changes and additions, and even before its passage I was of opinion that
the jurisdiction of the County ComIN TELEPHONING
missioners over the class of bridges
The New Mexican, if your business
referred to in the act of 1S99, had not Is about advertising, subscriptions or
been disturbed by Chapter 54 of the j0b work, please call up "286." If
Laws of 1912, which created the conn- tyou wish to speak to the editor or give
t road boards, but I was of opinion jany news, please phone "31."
that as to all other bridges construe.
tion was transferred to the county
Keep the entire house sweet and
read board and I do not find anything clean, during the summer. Many disin the last act to change my opinion. infectants
at
for many purposes
You will notice that act refers to Zook's.
no bridges except those, the initiation
Money to loan on improved city
o proceedings for the construction of property. Joseph B. Hayward, Mgr.
Now--yo- ur
own railroad
The
which must be by petition, of specipublic
Adjourned
Meeting
system ! The light and
fied numbers of tax payers on prop- meeting called last night to consider
erty, the number varying in counties the establishment of a Chautauqua
Fordgivesit toyou
of the three classes created by Section here, and which will be addressed by
j
small cost! And back of
therai-stnnd-s
Upon the presentation of such a Col. R. E. Twitchell, has been posta financial
it Is made the duty of the poned until next Tuesday
evening,
III
petition,
:
and ser- board to advertise for bids for speci May 20.
responsibility
I III I
i i fications with plans attached, and Merchants Meet Tonight The Revice
any railroad
i f the board is authorized, if it deems- tail Merchant's association will meet
side311
Don't
might envy.
proper to do so, to accept and ap- this evening at the assembly room of
prove the lowest and best bid and to the old Palace , and a full attendance
to-aa- y.
i i levy taxes es provided in the act, with is desired, as matters of Importance
I III I
your
I I certain limitations to raise the money to the entire membership will come
I I
tr pay for the construction of such a up for consideration.
I I
Delivery
Motorcycle
bridge. It is true that the first;
AND AUTOMOBILE
ACCESSORIES.
Pash Bros, Motorcyclery.
of Section 6 of the act declares Service.
J j
j
that County Commissioners "may em 127 San Francisco St. Phcne 96J.
Elks Tonight An important session
I
I
I
ploy the county surveyor, or some
I I
n
HnpHurnoa
flni;
i i other competent person, to supervise of the local lodge of B. P. O. E. will
I ill I
SUM
the erection of bridges, who shall be be held tonight at the Club house. All
I II
If
If
UiUiin W
paid out of said bridge fund;" and members are urgently requested to at
S
I
a part of this language, 1f It stood tend as vurious matters of importance)
NEW MEXICO.
SANTA FE,
alone, would seem to put the employ will be taken up.
ment of some person to supervise the
We specialize in all kinds of heavy
election of all bridges in the hands of machine work. AH work guaranteed.
the county .commissioners, but the last Agents for Essenkay.
Transcontiwords, to the effect that such per nental Garage.
-' '
son "shall be paid out of said bridge
SPARKS ELECTRIC CO., PHONE
i
f.md," clearly limits the bridges in- 223 J.
tended to those provided for iu this
The Dark River The waters of the
1
H
particular act. The said bridge fund Santa Fe river seen in this region
cannot exterd to any other fund than have been unusually dark and forbid
that which is created
the act and ding in appearance. A visitor was seeli
I! the remainder of Sectionby 6, which for- gazing
3STOW
at the stream of ink and heard
e bids payment for any bridge ''con to remark: "I thought they caught
in this stream. Ha!" And a
struction under this act" until thelfii-'same has been approved by the per facetious booster for Santa Fe, standson employed by the County Commis ing nearby, replied: "They do catch
the view that fiph black bass.''
sioners, Btrjngthens
the whole act is limited to the parElegantly Furnished Rooms for rent
ticular kind of bridges therein pro The finest rooms in the city, having
vided for.
electric ll&ht. steam heat ani hatha.
W. G. SARGENT, Proprietor.
Moreover, the county road board The European Hotel, centrally loact distinctly gives to the county road cated. State Progressive Headquar
W. H. MENDENHALL, Business Manager.
boards the expenditure of all moneys ten in the hotel.
for road and bridge purposes
Field Day Funds The committee to
and
gives those boards authority to con- raise funds for field day of the Santa
struct or improve any road or bridge Fa high school, which event is calenThe Da Vargas will be remoJslled in the Spanish style and
within the county and to maintain dared to occur on May 21, has been
and repair the same.
newly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
by busy looking after the matter and it
Repeals
are
never
and is hoped our people will encourage
implication
favored,
comall
and
baths
the
papered. Many private
ifthe two acts can stand together the school by donating liberally. The
hotel.
forts of a first-clas- s
both should be considered as remain- committee consists of W. G. Sargent,
ing In force. With this rule of con- James Seliginan and Dr. James A.
struction in mind, it seems plain that Rolls.
Ice Plant Later J. C. McLemore, of
the legislature did not intend to take
away from the county road boards the Denver, was in the city this week
general jurisdiction conferred as to looking over the field with a view to
the construction and repair of bridges, establishing an ice plant here at a fu 8
but did intend to commit entirely to ture date. Mr. McLemore represents 8
the County Commissioners everything n refrigerating and ice matting ma- 8
in connection with the construction of chinery company of that city, and lias S
the larger and more importcut bridges been taking orders for ice for the Las 8
!
which might be asked for by petition Vegas plant, which will indicate how S
of tax payers.
many persons would patronize an ice S
Sol Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
Practically, I trust that there will plant of home operation.
Case in the supreme court this week
AIFaLFA SEED. AO kinds of flowers, farden & field seeds in bulk and packages be no disputes between any board of
county commissioners
any any road involves title to lands worth a for D
board on questions of jurisdiction, but tune. An abstract from ut would
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
that both boards can act together and have shown lip the defective title. X
It is quite clear that Santa Fe Title Abstract Co., R. B. X
harmoniously.
as to several matters the county road Lee, Secy. U. S. Bank A Trust Co. O
X
boards cannot effectively accomplish Bldo.
"J.::
Phone Black the purposes for
Phone Black
The Secret of Confession This is.
which they were
45
45
created, as shown by the statute, with the title of a Beautiful Spanish drama
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AND
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"Third Period" Voting Schedule

VOTING-

-

SOECB3DP"IjE3

and subscription price of

THE SANTA FE NEW

fcjLsJi..

t

MEXICAN (DAILY), NEW MEXICAN REVIEW (WEEKLY)
MEXICANO (WEEKLY) ARE AS FOLLOWS:

3

6
1

2
6

Mo

"

year
"

1.25
2.50
5.00
10.00
25.00

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW

"

$
3.00

6.00
12.00
30.00

2,000
6,000
18,000
40.000
125,000

4,000
12,000
36,000
80,000
250,000

3

6
1

2
5

Mo:.;..
"

Mail
.$ 1.25

......

Mail

2.50
5.00
. 10.00
. 25.00

"
"

1
2

year
"
5 "

1.00

200
5.00

1,800
5.000
18,000

$ 1.50
3.00
6.00
12.00
30.00

Votes
1,000
4,000
12,500
30,000
100,000

New
!

year

2

1U

2,000
8,000
25,000
69,000
200,000

CANO.

Price

3,600
10,000
36,000

New

Old

REVIEW OR EL NUEVO MEXI- -

Votes
Old

Price
Carrier

.
.

year

;

Price

EL NUEVO

NEW MEXICAN.

NEW 'MEXICAN

OR EL NUEVO

AND

FOURTH PERIOD.
From May 19th to May 24th, Inclusive, the
votes will be issued on subscriptions:

THIRD PERIOD.
From May 12th to 17th, Inclusive, the
votes will be issued on subscriptions:
NEW MEXICAN.
Votes
Price
New
Old
Carrier
Mail

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

3Df;reof

Candidates and their friends are urgently advised to turn in every
available subscription on or before 9 o'clock Saturday night, May
17th in order to realize the full voting power on each subscription.
Orders turned in next week, the last week of the contest, will be subject to the "Fourth Period" vote schedule which means a material
decrease in votes (see Schedule below). Get your orders in early.
Candidates residing outside the city of Santa Fe will, as heretofore,
be privileged to mail their letters containing . subscriptions . from
their home towns as late as 9 o'clock Saturday night, May 17th.
And all letters bearing the postmark of that date will be accepted
on the "Third Period" and votes issued accordingly.

i

I

!

appear among the candidates that are entered in the New Mexican's
race. Certainly the winner will be entitled to admiration for defeating such a field, and as certainly will commendations be the due of
those who "DIE GAME."

it

;

i

CONTEST

$5,000

Only ten days for candidates who are competing in this big
race to choose between victory or defeat. What are you going to k
about it? You have entered the home stretch now. The pace is killing but it is in you to win if you will. Your capacity and popularity
have been demonstrated. Are you game? This is the final test.
Can you finish strong, as you have run, with the best talent and the
keenest wit in Santa Fe and the entire State of New Mexico pitted
against you? You can if your courage doesn't fail you now. If you
can trust your own judgment as to your competitors' strength,
based on figures and observations, and lay your plans accordingly,
you certainly can win.
Of course there is a limit to your activity. So there is to all of
your adversaries. The question is, whose resources and endurance
transcends. Who can make all the others "Lay Down?" If we
know character at all, we opine that no such misery as a quitter will

-

ill

1

NEW MEXICAN'S

;

Votes

Mail

Old

New

$ 1.00
2.00
5.00

800
3,500
12,500

1,600

7,00
25,000

'

